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Globally, we continue to see ongoing pandemic-
related developments, including in relation 
to vaccination and testing and new ways of 
working. However, indicative of the desire by 
governments to get “back to business” as we 
emerge from the pandemic, other themes are 
developing in legislative reforms and proposals, 
including around transparency and fairness. 
For example, we see new laws around gender 
diversity in senior management and pay gap 
reporting, significant new data privacy laws and 
further regulation on the use of non-compete 
agreements.

In Europe, new whistleblowing laws are 
likely to be a significant feature during the 
next quarter, as member states continue to 
implement the EU Whistleblowing Directive. 
In addition, as the deadline approaches for 
the local implementation of the Directives on 

Transparent and Predictable Working Conditions 
and Work-life Balance, we see a number of 
jurisdictions continue to further regulate terms of 
employment and improve entitlements to  
family-related leave. 

Keeping appraised of new legal developments 
and maintaining visibility of those on the horizon 
continues to be critical for those planning and 
managing people strategies. Drawing on the 
significant experience and expertise of our teams 
of lawyers around the world assisting clients  
with all aspects of employment law,  
this latest Update provides a  
summary of the key changes.  
Please do not hesitate to  
contact us if you wish to  
find out more about any  
of the developments.

Welcome to this first edition of our quarterly Global 
Employment and Labor Law Update for 2022. 
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Gender representation and pay developments 
Some significant new laws focused on 
enhancing equality requirements and 
protections have been seen this quarter, 
with new legislation enacted that 
introduces gender representation 
quotas in management positions 
(France) and requires a more balanced 
ratio in the number of men and women 
on the Boards of Directors and 

Supervisory Boards of large companies 
(the Netherlands). In addition, following 
on from the update in our last edition on 
new legislation in Ireland in relation to 
gender pay gap reporting, it is 
anticipated that the reform will now take 
effect shortly, with new regulations 
expected to set out details of the 
reporting regime.

Whistleblowing 
The pace of implementation of the  
EU Whistleblowing Directive has 
significantly varied across the EU,  
with few member states implementing  
the Directive into local laws by the 
December 2021 deadline. As a result, 
developments in this area are likely to 
continue to be a feature throughout  
2022, which will require monitoring by 
employers to identify any gaps in their  
existing practices. 

Beyond the EU, other jurisdictions have 
been focusing on whistleblowing too.  
For example in the US, where new 
legislation has been enacted in New 
York that ensures greater protection for 
employees who report actions that they 
believe to be illegal or dangerous.

Vaccination and testing 
In previous editions, we have reported 
on measures in many countries in 
relation to vaccination and testing as 
part of a package of pandemic-related 
measures. This trend has continued in 
this quarter, with an increasing number 
of jurisdictions requiring employees to 
provide proof of vaccination or testing 
status in order to access workplaces 
(Czech Republic, Denmark, Germany, 
Italy, and Slovakia). 

In addition, the legal requirement for 
employees in certain workplaces to be 
vaccinated has continued to develop, 
with new and anticipated requirements 
for the mandatory vaccination of health 

and care sector staff (France and UK) 
and individuals who work in schools, 
defense, security and prisons (Italy). 

In the US, the Emergency Temporary 
Standard issued by the OSHA that 
required certain employers to establish 
vaccination policies and track the 
vaccination status of workers was 
suspended following a successful 
challenge in the courts. Despite the 
ruling, employers remain permitted to 
issue appropriate policies on 
vaccination and testing. Such practice is 
therefore expected to remain a regular 
feature in US workplaces.

Diane Gilhooley, Global Head of Employment,  
Labor and Pensions 

dianegilhooley@eversheds-sutherland.com

We hope you find the content in this document 
valuable and that the practical information is 
useful in managing your global employment 
challenges. Please do not hesitate to contact  
us if you wish to find out more.
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Angola

Eradication of child labor 

A new Decree approves the National Action Plan for the Eradication of child labor, to be implemented by no later than 2025. It will develop preventive strategies 
and policies to eradicate child labor work.

Impact date: 29 September 2021

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should ensure compliance with legal requirements in this matter.

Employer risk: Failure to comply with the legal requirements in this matter may be subject to fines and constitute a crime.

Link: https://www.lexlink.eu/FileGet.aspx?FileId=3028831

Professional training institutions 

A new Decree approves the Regulation on the Licensing and Operation of Professional Training Institutions.

Impact date: 13 October 2021

Employer implications/action needed: Employers who provide training for their employees, either with external or internal trainers, should be aware of these rules.

Employer risk: Failure to comply with the rules established in this legislation may lead to administrative offences and tax penalties.

Link: https://www.lexlink.eu/FileGet.aspx?FileId=3028958

COVID-19 - Updated measures 

New preventive measures against COVID-19 have been made, as well as the rules of operation of public and private services, social facilities and other activities. 

Impact date: 24 December 2021 to 15 January 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should be aware of the updated preventive measures and ensure compliance with them.

Employer risk: Failure to comply with such preventive measures is deemed a crime. Administrative fines may also apply.

Link: https://www.lexlink.eu/FileGet.aspx?FileId=3029762

Contact

João Robles
Partner
Consultant in Luanda
T: +351 228 346 740
M: +351 962 368 278
JRobles@ 
eversheds-sutherland.net
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Austria

Amendment of the Law against Wage and Social Dumping 

The Law against Wage and Social Dumping (Lohn-und Sozialdumping-Bekämpfungsgesetz) (LSD-BG) has been amended to comply with EU Law. 

The main changes relate to:

 – redesign of the scope

 – more employee rights for long-term postings

 – conditions for accommodation

 – reporting requirements

 – provision of payroll records

 – new regulations on administrative penalties

 – more rights for the financial police.

Impact date: 1 September 2021

Employer implications/action needed: If the employer posts employees, it should check if the LSD-BG applies, and, if so, take appropriate measures to comply 
with the new regulations.

Employer risk: Risks of breaching the LSD-BG include administrative penalties. Non-compliance with formal obligations (e.g. violation of reporting and 
availability obligations) may result in fines up to €40,000.00. If wages are underpaid, a five-level penalty system has been created based on the amount of wages 
withheld and, in the case of the last level, on the degree of fault of the employer, with fines up to €400,000.00.

Link: Wage and Social Dumping Prevention Act, Temporary Employment Act and Employment Contract Law Amendment Act

Contact

Silva Palzer
Partner
T: +43 15 16 20 12 5
silva.palzer@ 
eversheds-sutherland.at
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Austria

Termination with notice permitted for refusal to perform COVID-19 tests (case law)

During a period in 2020, retirement and nursing homes were only legally allowed to let employees enter the workplace if they performed a COVID-19 test once a 
week, regardless of the existence of any COVID-19 symptoms. The tests were provided by the employer. 

An employee refused to be tested (on the basis that there were no symptoms of infection and the employee doubted the usefulness of testing) and was dismissed 
with notice as a result. The employee brought a claim that the termination was not justified. The employee claimed that the refusal to undergo the testing was 
justified and claimed that the legal requirement to be tested was not in accordance with the Austrian Constitution.

The Austrian Supreme Court determined that the termination was justified. The employer was obliged by law to only let employees enter the workplace if they 
had tested negative for COVID-19. Regardless of whether the legal requirement was in accordance with the Austrian Constitution, at the time of the termination 
of the employment relationship that legal requirement was in force and the employer and the employee were obliged to observe it.

Impact date: 14 September 2021

Employer implications/action needed: This decision is a useful reminder that, regardless of any argument by an employee that a legal requirement may not be 
accordance with the Austrian Constitution, the regulations and laws in force at the time should nonetheless be observed. 

Employer risk: If a court finds that a dismissal was for an unlawful reason or socially unjustified, it will award reinstatement, along with back pay for the period 
between dismissal and reinstatement. 

Link: OGH 8 Ob A 42/21s

Early retirement due to long-term insurance contributions / Early starter bonus 

Once an employee had paid pension contributions for 40 years (women)/45 years (men), they could retire at the age of 55 years (women)/60 years (men). 
However, this possibility for early retirement based on long-term contributions (Langzeitversichertenpension, Hacklerregelung) no longer applies. It will now be 
possible for men and women to retire at the age of 62 after 45 years of contributions, however a pension reduction of 4.2% per year up to the standard retirement 
age (men: 65 years, women: currently 60 years but gradual increase to 65 year by 2033) will apply.

As compensation for this change, an early starter bonus (Frühstarterbonus) has been implemented. The early starter bonus provides an additional monthly 
pension amount of €1 for every month worked before the age of 20, subject to a cap of €60 per month or €840 per year. The prerequisite for claiming the early 
starter bonus, however, is a total of 25 years of paid pension contributions before retirement and, of these, 12 months of contributions before the age of 20.

Impact date: 1 January 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Employers may need to liaise with payroll and pension providers as necessary, and may need to communicate with their 
employees about the change. 

Link: Early Starter Bonus
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Reduction of employee’s health insurance contribution payments

Employees must pay a monthly statutory health insurance contribution. The amount of that contribution is to be reduced in accordance with a legally-defined 
scale, based on the monthly contribution base (e.g. a reduced 2.37% contribution will apply to salaries between €1,000.01 and €1,800.00). The statutory health 
insurance contribution rate continues to apply at an unchanged level (3.87%). The difference between the reduced contribution amount paid and the health 
insurance contribution rate is to be funded through a payment by the federal government.

Impact date: 1 July 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Employers may need to liaise with payroll and communicate the change to their employees.

Employer risk: If too much health insurance contribution has been paid, the employee may request a refund. 

Link: Health Insurance Contribution Payments

Wage and income tax

Wage and income tax is to be reduced as follows: 

 – 2nd tax level: from 35% to 30% from 1 July 2022

 – 3rd tax level: from 43% to 40% from 1 July 2023.

Impact date: 1 July 2022 / 1 July 2023

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should review their payroll arrangements to ensure that the new rates are reflected once they come  
into force.

Employer risk: If the employer has paid too little wage tax, it will be ordered by the tax office to pay the wage tax in arrears. If too much wage tax has been paid, 
the employee may request a refund. 

Link: Wage and Income Tax

Austria
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Personal Information Protection Law

The People’s Republic of China (“PRC”) Personal Information Protection Law (“PIPL”) has come into effect.

The PIPL is the primary data privacy legislation in the PRC relating to how personal information should be collected, used, processed, kept and transferred and is 
the first cross-sector data privacy regime to apply in the PRC. The PRC has a complicated data privacy and cybersecurity framework and the PIPL is just one of the 
laws within that framework. As such, organizations are still required to comply with other laws and regulations relating to the wider cybersecurity framework 
(including the PRC Cybersecurity Law and the PRC Data Security Law).

Impact date: 1 November 2021

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should note the new requirements. In particular, the requirements for processing personal information 
lawfully. Generally, express notice and consent is required for processing personal information, although the PIPL provides alternative legal bases for processing. 
This includes (but is not limited to) where the processing is necessary to: conclude or perform a contract to which the individual is a contracting party or carry out 
human resources management under a legally-established employment policy or a legally-concluded collective contract; for statutory duties and 
responsibilities; or to respond to public health emergencies or to protect individuals’ lives and health or their property in an emergency. 

“Separate” specific consent is also a new concept introduced by the PIPL, which is required for certain types of processing, including (but not limited to) the 
processing of sensitive personal information; the overseas transfers of personal information; the disclosure of personal information to the public; and the 
provision of data to another data controller for processing.

Employer risk: Non-compliance with the PIPL may attract a fine at 5% of the annual turnover of an organization. 

Link: Arrival of the PIPL: Consolidating the personal information regime in the PRC

Maternity leave extended in Beijing and Shanghai

Local regulations on population and family planning in Beijing and Shanghai have been revised. In summary, those regulations provide: 

 – an extension of the entitlement to additional maternity leave from 30 days to 60 days; and

 – a new entitlement for working parents of 5 working days of parental leave per annum, to be taken before the child reaches the age of 3 years.

Impact date: Shanghai – 25 November 2021; Beijing – 26 November 2021

Employer implications/action needed: Employers in Beijing and Shanghai should revise their current leave policies and procedures practices and ensure that 
maternity leave and parental leave are granted in accordance with statutory requirements.

Employer risk: If any employer fails to grant maternity/parental leave in accordance with statutory requirements, employees may report the case to the 
competent labor authority (which will order the employer to rectify the issue within a specified time period) or bring a claim before the local tribunal/court against 
the employer.

China

Contact

Jack Cai
Partner
T: +86 21 61 37 10 07
jackcai@ 
eversheds-sutherland.com
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Employee redundancy (case law)

The Supreme Court has ruled that an employment relationship may be terminated on the grounds of redundancy only if, as a result of the employer’s decision, 
the employee is unable to perform any activity within the scope of their agreed type of work. Where the employer may assign other work within the scope of the 
agreed type of work, even if the employee has not yet performed that other work, the employment relationship cannot be validly terminated for redundancy.

Employer implications/action needed: Employers considering termination of an employment relationship for redundancy should consider whether it is 
possible to assign the employee to another job within the agreed type of work according to the employment contract.

Employer risk: If an employer decides to give notice to an employee on the grounds of redundancy, even if the employee does not meet the conditions set out 
in the court decision, the employer runs the risk of being sued by the employee for invalid notice.

Link: https://ppropo.mpsv.cz/JudikatNS21Cdo4562020

Remuneration for work breaks (case law)

The Constitutional Court has ruled that where an employee has to be available on short notice (3 minutes in this particular case) during a work break, the break 
counts as time worked. The employee must receive remuneration for this time.

Impact date: 18 October 2021

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should review the arrangements for employees’ work breaks to ensure that they are sufficient. Where 
employees are required to be available on short notice and breaks may be interrupted, employers should consider providing appropriate remuneration.

Employer risk: Employees may claim remuneration going back up to 3 years. Fines of up to CZK 2,000,000 (approx. €80,000) may be imposed.

Link: https://www.profipravo.cz/index.php?page=article&id_category=16&id_article=263468&csum=a95ffe07

Czech Republic

Contact

Radek Matouš
Managing Attorney
T: +42 02 55 70 65 00
radek.matous@ 
eversheds-sutherland.cz
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Czech Republic

COVID-19 – Reintroduction of mandatory testing of employees

All employers (regardless of the number of employees or other criteria) have been required to arrange regular self-testing of all their employees and temporary 
agency workers since 29 November 2021. Since 17 January 2022, new rules for mandatory testing have been in force, requiring testing to be carried out twice a 
week (the second test must be performed no earlier than the third day after the previous test) and requiring employers to send a list of persons who have tested 
positive to the regional hygiene station, no later than the day after the positivity is detected, in the form of an electronic report. 

Impact date: 29 November 2021 / 17 January 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Employees (with some limited exceptions) are required to submit to a rapid antigen test. If an employee refuses  
to take a test:

 – the employer must report this to the local competent regional hygiene station and limit the employee’s meetings with other persons in the workplace;

 – the employee must wear a mask at all times in the workplace;

 – the employee must keep a distance of at least 1.5m from other workers and eat separately from other persons.

Employers are required to keep a record of the persons tested, including the date of testing and the name of the person who took the test. Although not explicitly 
stated in the emergency measure, it is recommended that the test result (and, if applicable, the exception under which testing was not required) is also recorded 
for auditing purposes.

Employees must inform their employer immediately in the event of a positive test and leave the workplace and provide assistance to the regional hygiene station 
which will order a quarantine of 5 days (note, a new quarantine allowance applies, payable by the employer but offset against social security contributions). The 
quarantine can be terminated earlier by a negative RT-PCR test. On the day of the employee’s return to the workplace after quarantine, the employee is required 
to undergo a rapid antigen test.

Employer risk: If an employer fails to carry out mandatory testing of its employees, it runs the risk of a fine of up to CZK 500,000 (approx. €20,000).

Link: Reintroduction of mandatory testing of all employees 
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Czech Republic

Direct liability of an employee for damage caused to a third party (case law)

The Supreme Court has addressed the question of whether an employee can be held directly personally liable for damage caused to a third party in the 
performance of their duties jointly with the employer.

The Supreme Court ruled that if the employee does not deviate from the nature of the employment relationship, the employer is solely liable for the damage 
caused by the employee, as if it had been caused by the employer. The employee would only be liable in case they deviated from the relationship employer-
employee nature.

Impact date: 17 December 2021

Employer risk: After paying damages for the employee, the employer is only entitled to recourse against the employee according to the Labor Code (usually up 
to a maximum of 4.5 times the employee’s average gross monthly earnings).

Link: https://www.nsoud.cz/Judikatura/judikatura_ns.nsf/WebSearch/04D3E70FA10FFC66C125879700405DA5?openDocument&Highlight=0

Extension of paternity leave entitlement

The right to paternity leave has been extended to 14 days (an increase from the previous 7 days entitlement). During the paternity leave, the employee is entitled 
to a paternity allowance of 70% of the daily assessed base wage, paid by the state.

Impact date: 1 January 2022 

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should review and update their current policies and procedures to allow employees to take the extended 
paternity leave entitlement.

Employer risk: If the employer refuses to grant the employee the leave, the employer runs the risk of a fine of up to CZK 200,000 (approx. €8,000).

Link: https://www.cssz.cz/otcovska

Minimum wage

The minimum wage for 2022 has been increased to CZK 16,200/month (approx. €650) and CZK 96.4/hour (approx. €3.85).

Impact date: 1 January 2022 

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should review and, where necessary, update pay arrangements to ensure that they provide employees with 
at least the statutory minimum wage.

Employer risk: A fine of up to CZK 2,000,000 (approx. €80,000) may be imposed in the event of breach of the minimum wage requirements.

Link: https://www.mpsv.cz/minimalni-mzda
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Bonus entitlements during pregnancy/maternity leave (case law)

The Eastern High Court in Denmark has held that an employee on maternity leave who did not receive an invitation to participate in an incentive program had 
suffered unlawful discrimination. 

The High Court found that (i) the employee had been in the target group for the program; (ii) 42 out of 61 employees placed at the target levels were invited, of 
which 22 out of 35 placed at the employee’s level were invited; and (iii) that a new employee, who had taken over the employee’s job during her maternity leave, 
had been invited to participate in the program. The High Court attached importance to the fact that the employer had no written guidelines or similar that could 
explain the criteria for the selection of the employees who were invited to participate in the program.

The employer was ordered to pay the employee DKK 9,000,000 in salary adjustment and DKK 10,000 in compensation. 

Impact date: 16 September 2021

Employer implications/action needed: Employers must pay special attention to incentive programs, especially when employees are on leave due to child birth. 
The case highlights the importance of written guidelines to support incentive schemes.

Employer risk: Employers with discriminatory incentive practices risk liability for compensation corresponding to the difference between what the employee 
actually received in salary and what the employee would have received had the employee not been discriminated against. The employer also risks paying 
compensation for violation of the Danish Equal Pay Act, the amount of which is normally set at DKK 10,000.

Updates to LGBTI rights in the labor market

A Bill has been presented to update LGBTI rights in the labor market. The Danish Parliament is expected to pass updates to both the Danish Equal Treatment Act 
and Danish Non-Discrimination Act regarding further protection of LGBTI-persons. The legal changes include that the criteria gender identity, gender expression 
and gender characters are protected in the same way as criteria such as ethnicity, race, sexual orientation etc. 

Impact date: Awaited.

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should monitor the progress of the bill and review existing non-discrimination policies to identify and update 
any gaps in protection.

Employer risk: Employers with discriminatory practices, including for example the termination of the employment of an employee due to gender identity, risk 
liability and the payment of compensation. The amount of compensation will depends on the type of discrimination, from DKK 10,000 up to 12 months’ salary. 

Denmark

Contact

Anne Marie Abrahamson
Partner
T: +45 35 25 28 58
AMA@Lundgrens.dk
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COVID-19 – Sickness benefit and maternity allowance 

On 9 December 2021, the Danish Parliament passed a bill temporarily suspending the employer period regarding sickness benefits if the employee is (i) isolated due 
to COVID-19 in accordance with the guidelines from the Danish Health Authorities or (ii) if the employee is infected with COVID-19. This means that employers will 
be entitled to claim reimbursement of the sickness benefits paid to such employees from day one of the absence. The Act also gives parents a temporary entitlement 
to receive maternity allowance from the Government if the individual employee cannot work because their child is isolated due to COVID-19 in accordance with the 
guidelines from the Danish Health Authorities or (ii) if the child is infected with COVID-19. The child must be under the age of 14.

Impact date: The Act was adopted to apply retroactively from 23 November 2021 and expires on 28 February 2022.

Denmark

COVID-19 – Employers’ right to require COVID-19 passports or testing of employees

An Act has been passed by the Danish Parliament that states that as long as COVID-19 is categorized as a socially critical disease, an employer may require its 
employees to present valid COVID-19 passports. If the employer’s requirement that the employee present a COVID-19 passport requires the employee to be 
tested for COVID-19, the employer is entitled to require such testing. Employers may also require employees to be tested separately to the requirement to 
present a COVID-19 passport. 

Impact date: The Act was adopted on 25 November 2021 and will be in effect until 5 February 2022. 

Employer implications/action needed: If an employer wants to require an employee to present a COVID-19 passport or to be tested, the employer must inform 
the employee in writing of that requirement. The employer must also state the reason for the requirement (i.e. that COVID-19 is categorized as a socially critical 
disease). If the employer requires the employee to be tested and this requirement is not based on presenting a COVID-19 passport, the testing requirement must 
be objectively justified by either: being in the interest of limiting the spread of COVID-19 or due to the significant operational considerations of the employer. This 
information must be made available to any elected shop stewards or work environment representatives, and the employer must also comply with obligations 
towards the work council, if any.

An employee who refuses to comply with an employer’s requirement to take a test or present a COVID-19 passport can be met with sanctions following the 
written notification of such requirement.

Employer risk: An employer that fails to comply with the notification or justification requirements is at risk of a claim by the employees concerned for 
compensation.

COVID-19 – Reintroduction of the temporary salary reimbursement scheme 

At the beginning of the pandemic, the Danish Government adopted a temporary salary reimbursement scheme. The scheme included reimbursement to private 
employers of up to 75% or 90% of full-time employees’ salary (depending on whether the employees were salaried or non-salaried), capped at DKK 30,000 per 
employee. The company was prohibited from terminating employees’ employment due to COVID-19 in the period of which they are covered by the scheme. 

In a new third party agreement, it has now been agreed that the temporary salary reimbursement scheme will be reintroduced divided into (i) salary compensation 
for companies forced to close and (ii) salary compensation for companies which are hard hit economically due to COVID-19. For the latter, it is required that the 
company lays off at least 30% of the employees. 

Impact date: In the third party agreement, it has been agreed that the scheme will be effective until the companies are not forced to close or  
until 15 January for the companies hit hard economically. The scheme must, however, be implemented by law, which it is expected to be soon. 
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Denmark

COVID-19 – Distribution of work scheme 

On 31 August 2020, the Government, the unions, and the employers’ organizations reached an agreement on a new temporary scheme. The scheme is in 
addition to the current distribution of work scheme and allows private companies to establish a distribution of work scheme for all groups of employees. 

Impact date: The scheme was to expire on 31 December 2021. A new third party agreement has been agreed which states that the scheme will be prolonged to 
31 March 2022. The scheme must, however, be implemented by law, which it is expected to be soon. 

Transparent and predictable working conditions

A Bill is expected to be presented in late February 2022 regarding transparent and predictable working conditions for employees. The Bill is an implementation of 
EU Directive 2019/1152. The Directive adjusts the concept of employee, expands the scope of covered employees, changes the latest time of which the 
information must be provided to the employee, lists more working conditions that must be disclosed as a minimum and sets new minimum requirements for a 
number of working conditions. 

Impact date: The new Act is expected to take effect no later than 1 August 2022 as Directive 2019/1152 must be implemented in Denmark no later than  
1 August 2022.

Employer risk: The employer risk is currently unclear since the bill has not been presented, however it is expected that the penalty for non-compliance will  
be a fine. 

Leave for parents in connection with childbirth

On 26 October 2021, a majority of the parliamentary parties entered into an agreement on a more equal distribution of leave following the birth of a child 
between men and women by earmarking a term of parental leave with maternity benefits for each parent. The new Act introduces a 24/24 model which means 
that each parent as a starting point is entitled to 24 weeks of leave after the birth. Of these 24 weeks, 11 weeks are earmarked to each parent and 13 weeks may be 
transferred to the other parent. 

Further, single parents are given the opportunity to transfer part of their leave to a close family member (social parents). Single fathers are equated with single 
mothers, so both can take up to 46 weeks of leave. LGBT+ families are given the opportunity to divide the leave between up to four parents.

Impact date: The new scheme is expected to take effect on 2 August 2022, however, the element on transfer of leave to a family member is expected to take 
effect on 1 January 2024. 

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should review existing family leave policies to ensure compliance with the new scheme once it  
becomes effective.
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Variable hours agreement pilot

Under this pilot project, employers may apply variable hours in addition to the employee’s part-time working obligation for up to 8 hours per week, providing the 
working time would not exceed full-time working hours. 

Impact date: Applicable from 15 December 2021 but no longer than 14 June 2024.

Employer implications/action needed: There is no obligation on employers to enter into variable hours agreements, however if they do, they should ensure 
that appropriate procedures are in place to ensure compliance with the working time and rest regulation under the Employment Contracts Act.

Employer risk: If the applicable conditions are not followed, the agreement will be deemed invalid. 

Link: Estonian Employment Contract Act: https://www.riigiteataja.ee/en/eli/516122021005/consolide

Employment agreement content

A change to the Estonian Employment Contracts Act is planned, to extend the requirement for certain details to be included, including information about 
applicable taxes and training to be provided by the employer.

Impact date: By 1 August 2022 (expected).

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should monitor the progress of the amended legislation and amend employment contracts or internal 
documentation to reflect the changes once in force.

Employer risk: Employers that fail to inform employees about the extended details required in accordance with the amended Act risk a penalty of €32,000.

Link: Estonian Employment Contract Act: https://www.riigiteataja.ee/en/eli/516122021005/consolide

Probationary periods

A proposal will amend the Estonian Employment Contracts Act to allow for probationary periods to be suspended during a period where an employee is unable 
to perform the duties. The probationary period may be extended to take account of the period of suspension.

Impact date: By 1 August 2022 (expected).

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should review probationary arrangements to allow for the extension of the probationary period.

Link: Estonian Employment Contract Act: https://www.riigiteataja.ee/en/eli/516122021005/consolide
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Laws on casual workers and work-life balance due for implementation

Member States will progressively implement the two outstanding employment directives on predictable working conditions and work-life balance. 

Impact date: August 2022

Employer implications/action needed: All employers should expect to change their current practices relating to the provision of written statements to 
employees upon commencing work. Paternity, parental and carers and flexible working policies should be reviewed as national laws are amended to implement 
the minimum rights under the work-life balance directive.

Employer risk: It will be for each individual Member State to decide how rights under the directives should be enforced and what the legal sanctions should be 
for non-compliance. Whatever the legal consequences, there will also be reputational risks for defaulters.

Link: read our summary of each directive

Whistleblowing Directive in force

A directive provides EU-wide standards to protect workplace whistleblowers who reveal breaches of EU law in a wide range of areas.

Impact date: December 2021-December 2023 (for some small employers).

Employer implications/action needed: Member states (MSs) had until 17 December 2021 to transpose the directive into national law (MSs may opt to delay the 
establishment of internal channels for some small private sector employers with 50-249 workers). However, some MSs have yet to take implementing action.

Employer risk: The directive makes it more important than ever for in-scope employers to have set up effective, well-organised and trusted whistleblowing 
procedures. Check local laws as some MSs are differing in their approach to implementation.

Link: read our update
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EU

Significant gender/equal pay draft directive

Reflecting an ongoing gender pay gap, the EU has proposed a directive to strengthen equal pay between men and women workers through new pay 
transparency and enforcement mechanisms. The institutions of the EU must first agree the directive, possibly over the next twelve months, before Member States 
have three years to implement it locally.

Impact date: 2022-2025

Employer implications/action needed: If agreed by the EU, employers would need to prepare for: greater pay transparency (including a requirement to provide 
initial salary information to job applicants; a duty to respond to worker requests for pay data and for larger employers to report gender pay gaps and to act on 
unjustified inequalities in cooperation with workers’ representatives); a prohibition on pay history questions at recruitment; and, a greater focus on enforcement, 
including on disclosure during litigation and increased penalties. 

Employer risk: If agreed and subject to the standards set by the directive, it will be for each individual Member State to decide how rights should be implemented 
locally - it will be a significant change in some jurisdictions. The directive is currently drafted widely in terms of pay (to include a broad concept of remuneration) 
and scope (to include workers as defined in the EU) and contain measures to protect privacy. Whatever the legal consequences, there will also be reputational 
risks for employers as well as the threat of being denied public contracts (the directive proposes making equal pay compliance a condition in public contracts).

Draft Directive regulating platform work and new guidelines on collective bargaining and the self-employed

A draft Directive proposes the introduction of a rebuttable employment presumption for platform workers and greater rights regarding decision making by 
algorithms (whether employed or not). Draft guidance also seeks to remove EU competition law restrictions on collective bargaining for certain self-employed 
persons who provide personal labor services similar to a worker. 

Impact date: 2022-2024

Employer implications/action needed: No immediate action is required as both the EU Parliament and Council must agree the proposals before they are 
adopted. As such, they may be subject to change and platform employers should monitor progress as they develop.

Employer risk: If adopted, the proposals could mean that some platform workers, currently classified as independent contractors, have their employment status 
reclassified where the employer exercises a degree of control, thereby increasing legal, financial and operational risks. If the algorithm proposals are adopted, 
platform employers should prepare for greater transparency as well as ensuring human input into significant employment decisions.
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Draft Directive on adequate minimum wages progresses

The draft directive on minimum wages would require Member States (MSs) to: establish a plan for the promotion of collective bargaining on wages where 
coverage is less than 70%; to put in place measures to ensure that workers have effective access to minimum wage protection, where it exists; and, apply specific 
criteria to the setting and updating of any statutory minimum wage.

Impact date: 2022-2024

Employer implications/action needed: No immediate action is required. The EU Council has agreed its position on the draft Directive. Next, agreement will 
need to be reached with the EU Parliament. As such, the proposals may be subject to change and employers should monitor progress as they develop.

Employer risk: The draft Directive is aimed primarily at MSs, not employers. However, if adopted, employers should anticipate greater scrutiny of wage setting 
and of compliance with local minimum wages.

The proposals do not require MSs to introduce a minimum wage, nor do they affect their right to set the level of any minimum wage. Instead, they are directed at 
promoting collective wage bargaining and ensuring that any minimum wage is accessible and adequate.

EU
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Supreme Court ruling on an employer’s right to consider the employment contract cancelled (case law)

The Supreme Court has ruled that the employer unlawfully cancelled an employee’s employment contract after the employee had been absent for 7 days. In this 
case, the employee worked variable hours at a number of different work sites. After the employee’s annual leave, the employee had not been informed of work at 
a new work site. After the employee failed to attend work for 7 days, the employer deemed the employment contract cancelled. The Supreme Court found the 
termination of employment to be unjustified.

Impact date: 23 September 2021

Employer implications/action needed: The ruling is a useful reminder that employers should ensure that work arrangements are clearly communicated to 
employees and that they should at least attempt to contact an employee before deeming an employment contract cancelled, particularly where variable hours/
location arrangements are in place.

Employer risk: In the event that the employer cancels an employment contract without legal grounds, the employer may be obliged to pay compensation for 
unjustified termination of the employment contract.

Link: KKO:2021: 66

Supreme Court ruling on the break policy as a term of employment (case law)

The Supreme Court has held that a break policy, which allowed employees doing heavy sorting work to take an extra break of 23 minutes, was a binding term of 
employment. As the break practice was an essential term of employment, the employer was not entitled to unilaterally change that practice. 

Impact date: 15 October 2021

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should note that a practice can become a binding term of employment if it is consistently followed over a 
long period. If the term of employment is considered an essential term, the practice cannot be unilaterally changed by an employer.

Employer risk: If the employer unilaterally changes a binding and essential term of employment, the employees may be entitled to claim compensation (a return 
of unjust enrichment).

Link: KKO: 2021: 76
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Finland

Reform of the Act on Co-operation within Undertakings

A new Co-operation Act entered into force on 1 January 2022 and repealed the old Act on Co-operation within Undertakings. The new Act contains a number of 
new requirements, including:

 – continuous dialogue between employer and employees;

 – negotiations to make certain changes to the arrangements with employees; and

 – the involvement of employee representatives in company administration.

Impact date: 1 January 2022

Employer implications/action needed: The Act applies to companies and organizations employing at least 20 persons. Applicable employers should prepare 
for the implementation of a continuous dialogue, which should generally take place on a quarterly basis (twice a year for small companies with 20–29 employees 
or once a year where no employee representatives are elected). 

Employer risk: Compensation for employees of up to €35,000 may be ordered if employers breach the consultation obligations prior to any reduction in the 
workforce. Employers or their representatives may alternatively be ordered to pay a fine if they intentionally or negligently breach the continuous dialogue or 
change negotiations obligations.

Link: New Co-operation Act to improve dialogue between employers and employees

Amendments to Occupational Safety and Health Act 

An employer’s obligation to analyze and assess workplace risks has been updated to include a requirement to take account of travel at night outside of working 
hours. Where night work cannot be avoided, employers must assess whether other measures could be used to reduce workload.

Impact date: 1 October 2021

Employer implications/action needed: Identification and assessment of risks arising from travelling outside working hours requires careful consideration to 
determine the severity of any risk. The assessment may require the participation of occupational health care specialists. Based on the assessment, measures 
should be considered on a case-by-case basis.

Employer risk: An employer or its representative can be ordered to pay a fine or sentenced to up to one year in prison for intentionally or negligently breaching 
occupational safety and health regulations. The company may also be ordered to pay a corporate fine. The party who is deemed responsible for the breach may 
also liable for damages.

Link: Parliament’s reply
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Finland

Amendments to Employment Contracts Act regarding non-competition legislation

Employees are entitled to compensation for post-employment non-competition restrictions. If the restriction period does not exceed six months, the employee 
is entitled to receive 40% of their salary for the duration of the period of restriction. When the restriction period exceeds six months, the compensation is 60% of 
the employee’s salary. The obligatory compensation under the new legislation also applies to managerial level employees. 

Impact date: 1 January 2022, (with a one year transition period regarding non-competition agreements concluded under the old legislation).

Employer implications/action needed: Employers using non-compete agreements should consider whether they are prepared to pay the compensation 
required under the new legislation. If the employer does not wish to retain a non-competition agreement concluded under the old legislation, the employer may 
terminate it with immediate effect during the transition period. 

Employer risk: A non-competition agreement will be deemed null and void in so far as it is contrary to the legislation. After the transition period, the 
compensation obligation applies to old non-competition agreements, even if the parties have not considered such an obligation when concluding the 
agreement. 

Link: Parliament’s reply

Amendments to Working Hours Act 

The Working Hours Act has been updated slightly. Under the old legislation, the daily working time limitations set out in Section 5 of the Working Hours Act did 
not prohibit the parties from agreeing in a national collective agreement on exceptional regular working time in work that is only performed from time to time 
during the daily working time in which the employee is required to be prepared to work. Under the amended Working Hours Act, the limitations regarding weekly 
working time set out in the Section 5 do not prohibit such agreements, either.

Additionally, the amended Act also includes liability for breaches of the emergency work regulation. 

Impact date: 1 January 2022

Employer implications/action needed: The amendment law may give the parties more flexibility when agreeing on working time.

Employer risk: An employer or its representative can be sentenced to a fine for intentionally or negligently breaching the provisions regarding emergency work.

Link: Parliament’s reply
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Data protection - Clarification by the CNIL on health pass and mandatory vaccination

The CNIL (French Data Protection Authority) has published Q&As on the requirement to hold a health pass, mandatory vaccination policies and on personal data 
collection in the workplace.

Impact date: 29 September 2021 

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should note and adhere to the CNIL guidance, including (but not limited to):

 – in establishments where access is dependent on holding a health pass, employees must show this document in paper or digital format. However employees 
should not be required to show information on their vaccination status or schedule, on their intention to be vaccinated, a vaccination certificate or the result 
of a screening test; 

 – in establishments subject to mandatory vaccination, employers may only record the result of the check carried out (yes/no) and should not otherwise retain 
details of the employee’s vaccination status; 

 – if employees report to their employer that they have been infected with COVID-19, the employer must be careful in the way in which it handles this 
information. In particular, the employer should only process data that is strictly necessary to fulfil its legal obligations. 

Employer risk: Breach of the data privacy requirements of the GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) can result in penalties of up to €20 million or in the 
case of a company up to 4% of annual worldwide turnover. These sanctions can be made public.

Link: CNIL - Q&A regarding the health pass the mandatory vaccination – CNIL – Sanctions 

The HR manager of a subsidiary cannot dismiss an employee of another subsidiary (case law)

In groups of companies, the HR manager of the parent company may be authorised by the manager of a subsidiary company to dismiss an employee of the 
subsidiary company. Also, the CFO of the parent company may dismiss an employee of a subsidiary company if the CFO has been granted a power of attorney  
by the subsidiary for managing the staff of the subsidiary. However, the HR manager of a subsidiary cannot be authorized to dismiss an employee of  
another subsidiary. 

Impact date: 20 October 2021. 

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should be particularly careful about who signs any letter of dismissal and/or notifies a dismissal: that person 
must have the authority to do so or the dismissal risks being considered without real and serious cause.

Employer risk: On the facts of this case, the lack of authority in the person signing the letter of dismissal deprived the dismissal of real and serious cause and 
allowed the employee to request compensation for the prejudice resulting from the dismissal, which could not be less than 6 months’ salary. As the legislation 
currently stands, the amount of compensation due to the employee for irregular but fair dismissal may not exceed one month’s salary.

Link: Court of Cassation, Social Division, October 20, 2021, N° 20-11.485, Unpublished
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Data privacy - CNIL determination

The French data protection authority (CNIL) imposed a fine of €400,000 on RATP (the Paris public transportation operator) after it found that several bus centres 
had included details of strike participation in employees’ performance review files. The breaches found included unnecessary data collection, excessive data 
retention and data security breaches. 

Impact date: 29 October 2021

Employer implications/action needed: The decision is a useful reminder of the care that is needed when processing employee data. In particular, that the 
storage of data relating to the monitoring of staff activity must not exceed the period necessary to achieve the purpose sought. Further, the security of data must 
be ensured, including having sufficiently clear protocols in place for who may access the data. 

Employer risk: Breach of the data privacy requirements of the GDPR can result in penalties of up to €20 million or in the case of a company up to 4% of annual 
worldwide turnover. These sanctions can be made public.

Link: Deliberation SAN-2021-019 of October 29, 2021 

Exceptional allowance to be paid

To cope with rising energy and fuel prices, employees, self-employed workers, pensioners, beneficiaries of the minimum income allowance (RSA) or disabled 
adults’ allowance who earn less than €2,000 net per month will receive an inflation allowance of €100. 

Impact date: 12 December 2021

Employer implications/action needed: For employees, the €100 allowance must be paid, at once, by their employer. Payment is made to eligible individuals 
beginning in December and ending no later than 28 February 2022.

Employer risk: Formal notice from the labor inspectorate and litigation risks.

Links: - LAW n° 2021-1549 of December 1st, 2021 

- Decree n° 2021-1623 of December 11, 2021

France
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New right to medical leave

The employee benefits from two days of leave in the event of the diagnosis of a chronic pathology requiring therapeutic learning or cancer in a child.

This law creates a new reason for employees to take time off work for family events. It extends the two days of leave granted for the announcement of a child’s 
disability to cases of chronic pathology requiring therapeutic training or cancer.

Impact date: 18 December 2021

Employer implications/action needed: Like other family leave, this leave is at the employer’s expense. It does not entail any reduction in pay, it shall be 
considered as time actually worked for the determination of the duration of the annual paid leave. The duration of this leave cannot be deducted from the annual 
paid leave.

Employer risk: Formal notice from the labor inspectorate and litigation risks.

Link: LAW N°2021-1678 of December 17, 2021

Quota for women in top management positions

New legislation has introduced quotas in management positions in major companies. Companies with more than 1,000 employees will have to publish each year 
on their website any gaps in representation between women and men among their top executives and members of their management bodies. The goal is to 
impose quotas of 30% of women top executives and 30% of women members of management bodies in 2027, then to reach quotas of 40% in 2030. 

Impact date: 26 December 2021

Employer implications/action needed: Companies will have a maximum of two years, starting in 2027 and then 2030, to comply with these quotas.

Employer risk: In the event of non-compliance with these quotas, the company is faced with a financial penalty of a maximum of 1% of the total payroll.

Link: LAW n°2021-1774 of December 24, 2021

France
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France

Minimum wage increases

The monthly gross minimum pay (“SMIC”) has increased from €1,589.47 per month to €1,603.12 per month.

Impact date: 1 January 2022 

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should review current pay arrangements and ensure that the new rates are complied with.

Employer risk: Back pay with interest, additional damages if the employer acted in bad faith, 5th class contravention (i.e. €1,500) and the criminal liability of the 
company may be engaged.

Link: Decree N° 2021-1741 of December 22, 2021 on the minimum wage increase 

COVID-19 – Updated measures

The regime for exiting the state of health emergency has been extended until 31 July 2022. Measures continue to be adjusted, including (but not limited to): 

 – a valid health pass (including, since 15 January 2022, a booster dose) is required to access certain establishments, including cultural and hospitality venues and 
care homes;

 – vaccination is mandatory for all care workers or home-help who are in contact with persons at risk in hospitals, clinics, care homes or in disability centres; 

 – since 3 January 2022, an obligation for employers to set a minimum of days of homeworking;

 – it is mandatory to wear masks inside buildings, except for employees working alone in an office. If the local health situation requires it, the mayor or the 
departmental prefect may impose the wearing of a mask in certain open public places.

Impact date: Until 31 July 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should note and ensure adherence to the workplace requirements. 

Employer risk: Fines of up to €1,000 per employee concerned, up to a maximum of €50,000, could soon be given to employers refusing to implement telework 
(under discussion in Parliament).

Link: LAW No. 2021-1040 of August 5, 2021, on the management of the health crisis 
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Sick leave entitlement (case law)

Where an employee presents a certificate of incapacity for work, an employer can challenge that incapacity if it presents and, if necessary, proves factual 
circumstances that give rise to serious doubts about the inability to work. If the employer succeeds in this, the employee must substantiate and prove that they 
were unable to work. The proof can be provided, for example, by medical evidence from the doctor that issued the certificate of incapacity for work after 
appropriate exemption from the duty of confidentiality.

The Federal Labor Court has held that where an employee resigned from their employment and on the same day presented a sick certificate covering the exact 
period of notice, the factual circumstances gave rise to serious doubts about the employee’s inability to work. Since the employee was unable to fulfil the burden 
of presenting evidence of the existence of an incapacity, the employee was not entitled to remuneration during the notice period. 

Impact date: 8 September 2021

Employer implications/action needed: Although this decision found in favour of the employer on this occasion, employers generally should be careful about 
challenging the validity of certificates of incapacity (for example due to discrimination risks) unless they have robust evidence. Nevertheless, according to German 
case law the certificates of incapacity has a very high probative value.

Employer risk: There is a risk that the employee may be able to prove that he or she was unable to work due to illness. Possible disciplinary measures would then 
be ineffective. It could also turn out at a later date that compensation claims exist.

Link: https://www.bundesarbeitsgericht.de/presse/erschuetterung-des-beweiswerts-einer-arbeitsunfaehigkeitsbescheinigung/

COVID-19 – Wages in the event of plant closures (case law)

The Federal Labor Court has held that where an employer temporarily closed its business due to a government-imposed general lockdown in response to the 
COVID-19 pandemic, it is was not obliged to continue to pay wages to an impacted employee, despite the short-time allowance not being applicable in relation 
to the employee.

Impact date: 13 October 2021

Employer implications/action needed: The decision clarifies the position regarding compensation liability for employers during a cessation of operation after a 
“lockdown” ordered by the Government. For such a lockdown, the employer does not bear the business risk with regard to salaries.

Link: Operational risk and lockdown
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Part-time worker discrimination (case law)

An employee employed in an intensive care unit made a claim alleging discrimination based on part-time status in circumstances where the overtime 
compensation in a collective agreement allowed for a difference in treatment between part-time and full-time employees. The employee received less overtime 
pay than full-time employees as a result.

The Federal Labor Court dismissed the claim, determining that the different treatment of the full-time and part-time workers was effective because the two 
groups of workers were subject to completely different regulatory systems with regard to the accrual and compensation of overtime and extra hours. 

Impact date: 15 October 2021 

Employer implications/action needed: Even if this decision is only specific to the particular pay arrangement, it can at least be assumed that the Federal Labor 
Court will continue to reject discrimination in comparable cases in the future. This decision could provide employers with more flexibility in terms of 
compensation for full-time and part-time employees.

Employer risk: However, employers should in any case assess, if any potential unequal treatment is justified with a reason. If a court comes to the conclusion that 
it is a discrimination, the discriminated employee must be treated equally (for example regarding salary) and the discriminated employee could have a claim for 
damages. 

Link: https://www.humanresourcesmanager.de/news/arbeitsrecht-haben-teilzeitkraefte-anspruch-auf-ueberstundenzuschlaege.html

COVID-19 – 3G Rule 

Amendments have been made to the Infection Protection Act, imposing a number of restrictions, including to access workplaces and certain venues, depending 
on vaccination and testing status. 2G, 2G-Plus, 3G and 3G-Plus restrictions can apply, the “G” referring to “geimpft, genesen, getestet” (vaccinated,  
recovered, tested).

In addition to social restrictions, the amended legislation includes 3G requirements in the workplace. This means that workplaces may only be entered if 
employees have been vaccinated, have recovered or have been tested for COVID-19 and there is an obligation for employers to check their employees’ 3G status. 
In addition, the obligation to work from home has been reimposed.

Impact date: 24 November 2021

Employer implications/action needed: Employers are under a duty to check the 3G status of any employees attending the workplace. Employers should 
therefore ensure that they put controls in place to ensure that the 3G status of the workforce can be checked and appropriately recorded.

Employer risk: Employers that fail to carry out appropriate 3G controls within the workplace can face a fine of up to €25,000.

Links: - https://www.eversheds-sutherland.com/global/en/what/articles/index.page?ArticleID=en/Employment_and_labour_law/3g-germany

- Link to bundesregierung.de

Germany
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https://www.humanresourcesmanager.de/news/arbeitsrecht-haben-teilzeitkraefte-anspruch-auf-ueberstundenzuschlaege.html
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Calculation of annual leave in case of short-time work (case law)

The Federal Labor Court has ruled that if individual days are completely lost due to short-time work, this must be taken into account when calculating annual 
leave. Workdays lost due to short-time working cannot therefore be counted as working days under vacation law.

Impact date: 30 November 2021

Employer implications/action needed: In case of short-time work, employer must re-calculate the vacation entitlement.

Employer risk: Without recalculation of vacation entitlements, there is a risk that employers will grant employees more vacation days than they are legally 
entitled to. 

Link: https://www.bundesarbeitsgericht.de/presse/urlaubsberechnung-bei-kurzarbeit/

No subsequent granting of leave in case of COVID-19 quarantine (case law)

An employee is not entitled to the subsequent granting of vacation days if she is subject to a COVID-19-related quarantine order during her vacation. According 
to German Federal Leave Act, a subsequent grant of vacation days requires a medical certificate of incapacity for work. The Cologne Regional Labor Court has 
ruled that an official quarantine order is not equivalent to this.

Impact date: 13 December 2021

Employer implications/action needed: Employers must insist on the medical certificate of incapacity for work; otherwise the employee is not deemed  
to be sick.

Link: https://rsw.beck.de/aktuell/daily/meldung/detail/lag-koeln-keine-nachgewaehrung-von-urlaub-bei-corona-quarantaene#

Germany

Mandatory employer pension contribution

The Occupational Pension Strengthening Act (Betriebsrentenstärkungsgesetz), which came into force on 1 January 2018, was intended to encourage the use of 
occupational pension schemes. As a result, employers are required to allow employees to make employee contributions to an occupational pension scheme 
through salary sacrifice, which has tax advantages for the employee and can result in social security savings for the employer. Where an employer does save 
social security contributions, it must pay a mandatory 15% employer contribution to the occupational pension scheme. That mandatory contribution has applied 
to all occupational pension scheme arrangements since 1 January 2019 and is now extended to arrangements concluded before 1 January 2019. 

Impact date: 1 January 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should evaluate occupational pension scheme arrangements to ensure that appropriate contributions are 
made, including in respect of schemes that were in place prior to 1 January 2019. 

Employer risk: Employers have a statutory obligation to pay the employer contributions and can therefore be liable for any contributions not made.  
The limitation period for such claims is 30 years. 

Links: - Law for the improvement of company pension schemes 

-  Der verpflichtende Arbeitgeberzuschuss zur Entgeltumwandlung ist da!- Publications - Eversheds Sutherland  
(eversheds-sutherland.com)
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Electronic AU certificates - pilot phase 

The pilot phase for employers retrieving electronic disability certificates from health insurers has commenced. It will be mandatory from 1 July 2022. In the 
transitional phase, the employer can retrieve or have submitted certificates of incapacity to work under the new and old law.

Impact date: 1 January 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Employer should start to implement this new process as soon as possible.

Link: Elektronische Arbeitsunfähigkeitsbescheinigung (eAU) - GKV-Spitzenverband

Minimum wage

The statutory minimum wage has increased to €9.82 per working hour.

Impact date: 1 January 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should start to implement this new wage structure immediately, if employees are earning below  
the requirement.

Employer risk: Employees are entitled to the minimum wage, even if the employment contract sets out a lower remuneration. The employer should comply with 
the minimum wage in order to avoid liability.

Link: https://www.destatis.de/EN/Themes/Labour/Earnings/Minimum-Wages/_node.html;jsessionid=73227B8EBA5966DA29D391835BE6B4DA.live732 

Germany
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https://www.gkv-spitzenverband.de/krankenversicherung/digitalisierung/eau_1/s_eau.jsp
https://www.destatis.de/EN/Themes/Labour/Earnings/Minimum-Wages/_node.html;jsessionid=73227B8EBA5966DA29D391835BE6B4DA.live732


COVID-19 – Teleworking

Updated legislation allows employers and employees to agree a derogation from the provisions of the Labor Code on teleworking during the state of emergency 
and extends the group of jobs that can be performed remotely during this period. Further, rules on labor safety for teleworking are defined in more detail. The 
provisions on teleworking also apply if employees perform work remotely for only part of their working time.

Impact date: Ongoing since 2 July 2021.

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should note the updated temporary provisions regarding teleworking. If teleworking arrangements are to be 
agreed, the terms must be confirmed in writing in the employment contract.

Employer risk: Parties should agree the terms of teleworking in their agreement to be made in writing. Lacking these might cause uncertainty regarding 
applicable rules and possible legal disputes. In case of labor inspection, the labor authority might impose a fine if it finds that rules related to teleworking  
were breached.

Link: Modified Government Decree No. 487/2020 (11.XI.) 

Minimum wage

The mandatory minimum wage and guaranteed minimum wage has increased, with the mandatory minimum wage now being HUF 200,000 (circa 580 EUR) and 
the guaranteed minimum wage being HUF 260,000.

Impact date: From 1 January 2022.

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should review their wage arrangements to ensure compliance with the new minimum wage rates.

Employer risk: Any suspected breach of the minimum wage requirements can result in labor inspection proceedings. The employment supervisory authority  
is obliged to impose a fine if minimum wage provisions are infringed. Employees may also initiate court proceedings to claim compensation.

Link: Government Decree No. 703/2021 (XII.15)

Hungary
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https://net.jogtar.hu/jogszabaly?docid=A2000487.KOR
https://magyarkozlony.hu/dokumentumok/06684cf91c3419524bae302b28e47fce348e7c6b/megtekintes
https://www.eversheds-sutherland.com/global/en/who/people/index.page?person=en/Varga_Katalin


Sick Leave Bill 2021

Employees will be eligible to receive statutory sick pay after 13 weeks of continuous service. They will be entitled to paid sick leave for up to 3 days in 2022.  
This will increase to 5 days in 2023, 7 days in 2024 and 10 days in 2025. The rate of payment for statutory sick leave will be 70% of normal wages to be paid by 
employers (up to a maximum of €110 per day).

Impact date: Q1 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should review their sickness and absence policies and contracts to ensure that they reflect this new 
entitlement.

Employer risk: Where there is a dispute between an employer and employee concerning the employee’s entitlement to statutory sick pay (“SSP”), the Workplace 
Relations Commission may award an employee up to 20 weeks’ remuneration if they find that an employer has denied them their entitlement to SSP.

Link: Sick Leave Bill 2021

Gender Pay Gap Information Act 2021

While the Gender Pay Gap Information Act 2021 (the “Act”) was enacted in July 2021, the Government must make regulations requiring the publication of gender 
pay gap information. No date or timeline for its commencement is provided for; however, we anticipate the commencement of this Act and introduction of 
regulations in early 2022.

Impact date: Q1/Q2 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should take the following steps:

 – Identify relevant employee ‘groupings’ across their business and review payroll data. Account for differences in remuneration referable to gender  
where necessary.

 – Assess whether a gender pay gap exists in the organization, and if so, consider steps on how to reduce it.

 – Consider introducing training for payroll and HR staff where appropriate.

 – Review HR policies and update recruitment practices to identify and address unintentional gender bias where necessary.

 – Ensure that sufficient technology is in place to capture the necessary data and assign this new workflow to internal channels within the organization.

Employer risk: The Act provides for sanctions for non-compliance with the regulations, once enacted. 

Potential breaches of the regulations may be investigated. The Irish Human Rights and Equality Commission may apply to the Circuit Court or High Court for an 
order directing compliance with the regulations.

Employees will be able to make a claim to the Workplace Relations Commission where an employer fails to comply.

Employers should be aware of potential PR or reputational issues associated with non-compliance.

Link: Gender Pay Gap Information Act 2021

Ireland
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https://www.eversheds-sutherland.com/global/en/who/people/index.page?person=en/Hyde_Joanne


Whistleblowing 

A Bill has been submitted for the implementation of the Directive (EU) 2019/1937 of the European Parliament and of the Council (the “Whistleblowing Directive”) 
into Irish law. 

The legislation will further extend the scope and breadth of the protections afforded to individuals who make protected disclosures (whistleblowing) in Ireland.

Impact date: Q1 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Employers with an existing protected disclosures policy should examine their procedures to ensure compliance with 
the proposed changes.

A wider list of employer will be within the scope of the new legislation and impacted employers should prepare a protected disclosures policy ahead of the 
legislation coming into force.

Employer risk: In terms of additional and new redress, the Bill allows the WRC or Labor Court to award compensation of up to €13,000 for individuals not directly 
employed or in receipt of remuneration, including, for example, job applicants and volunteers. 

The Bill proposes that interim relief can be obtained before the Circuit Court in all cases where a worker alleges penalisation, not just in circumstances where the 
worker has been dismissed.

Link: 

Ireland

https://assets.gov.ie/134733/3b50591f-546d-447f-bd64-bf7a499ebba6.pdf
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COVID-19 – Green Pass for access to the workplace

Italy’s “green pass” confirms vaccination status or that individuals have tested negative or have recovered from COVID-19. Individuals are required to possess and, 
if requested, to show a valid green pass in order to access the workplace. This requirement also applies to any external contractors accessing a workplace and to 
those entering in order to carry out training or voluntary activities.

Impact date: 15 October 2021 –31 March 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Employers must ensure that their operating procedures allow for verification of compliance with the requirement for 
employees to have a valid green pass to enter the workplace. In particular, such procedures should include a right to carry out checks, including on a random 
basis. Employers should give priority, where possible, to the checks being carried out at the time of access to the workplace. Employers must also formally 
appoint persons responsible for ensuring compliance with the requirements.

Employer risk: Failure to carry out the checks and to adopt compliant procedures can lead to administrative fine ranging from €400 to €1,000.

Links: - https://www.gazzettaufficiale.it/eli/id/2022/01/07/22G00002/sg

-  https://www.eversheds-sutherland.com/global/en/what/articles/index.page?ArticleID=en/Employment_and_labour_law/Italy-requirements-to-enter-
workplace

- https://podcast.app/evolution-of-work-workers-in-italy-required-to-have-a-green-pass-to-enter-the-workplace-e149223542/

COVID-19 – Parental leave

Parental leave may be taken on a daily or hourly basis by a parent of a child under 14 years old where the child is affected by COVID-19. The period of leave can be 
all or part of the time for which the child is suspended from attending teaching/educational activity or is quarantining following close contact with an individual 
infected with COVID-19. Further, parental leave may be taken on a daily or hourly basis by employees who are the parent of a child of whatever age who has a 
certified severe disability. In this case, the leave may be taken for the duration of the child’s COVID-19 infection, any period of the child’s quarantine, or the 
suspension of teaching/educational activities.

For such periods of parental leave, the employee is granted with an allowance equal to 50% of salary.

Impact date: 25 December 2021 to 31 March 2022.

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should review and, where applicable, update leave arrangements to allow eligible employees to take  
parental leave. 

Employer risk: Refusing the period of parental leave to employees can be considered discriminatory treatment and can further be subject to the payment of 
administrative fine of up to €2,582,00.

Links: - https://www.gazzettaufficiale.it/eli/id/2021/12/24/21G00244/sg;

- https://servizi2.inps.it/servizi/CircMessStd/VisualizzaDoc.aspx?tipologia=circmess&idunivoco=1366

Italy
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Italy

COVID-19 – Mandatory vaccination

The requirement for employees to be vaccinated has been extended from those working in the healthcare sector to now include individuals who work in schools, 
defense, security and for prison staff. In addition, mandatory vaccination has been extended to those over the age of 50 who are Italian citizens or who are EU or 
foreign citizens who reside in Italy. 

Impact date: 8 January 2022 to 15 June 2022 for individuals over 50 years old.

Employer implications/action needed: From 15 February 2022, employers will be required to verify that employees over 50 years old possess a valid Super 
Green Pass (i.e. COVID-19 certificate reflecting either vaccination status or recovery from the virus).

Employer risk: For employers, failure to carry out the checks can lead to an administrative fine ranging from €400 to €1,000.

Link: https://www.gazzettaufficiale.it/atto/vediMenuHTML?atto.dataPubblicazioneGazzetta=2022-01-07&atto.codiceRedazionale=22G00002&tipoSerie=serie_
generale&tipoVigenza=originario

Quota 102

Budget Law 2022 has introduced (for 2022 only) an anticipated pension treatment (so-called “Quota 102”), allowing employees to retire once they have accrued 
38 years of contributions and reached 64 years of age.

Impact date: 1 January 2022 until 31 December 2022.

Link: https://www.gazzettaufficiale.it/atto/serie_generale/caricaDettaglioAtto/originario?atto.dataPubblicazioneGazzetta=2021-12-31&atto.
codiceRedazionale=21G00256&elenco30giorni=false
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Remuneration after return from parental leave (case law)

The Supreme Court of the Republic of Latvia has clarified that an employer’s obligation to provide equivalent work, with no less favourable working terms and 
conditions, for employees returning from parental leave (where a return to their former position is not possible) also requires the maintenance of salary at the 
level received prior to going on parental leave.

Impact date: 16 September 2021 

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should ensure parity of pay and other relevant obligations for employees who return from parental leave. 

Employer Risk: Non-compliance may potentially result in labor disputes and litigation.

Link: https://www.at.gov.lv/downloadlawfile/7757

COVID-19 – Regulations related to employment

According to the current COVID-19 regulations, until an employee provides a vaccination or recovery certificate, employers may transfer the employee to 
alternative, suitable work; require them to work remotely or may suspend the employee from work (without pay, if the inability to work is attributable to employee 
fault). 

Except for certain protected employees, if an employee is suspended pending disclosure of a vaccination or recovery certificate and fails to make such disclosure 
after three months without objective reason, the employer has the right to terminate the employment on payment of one month’s salary (or one month’s average 
earnings, if salary is based on piecework).

Impact date: 6 November 2021

Employer implications/action needed: No immediate actions required.

Link: https://likumi.lv/ta/id/327460-grozijumi-covid-19-infekcijas-izplatibas-parvaldibas-likuma

Latvia

Contact
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Partner
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Sickness benefit

To reduce employer labor costs associated with employee incapacity of work, the date from which State sickness benefit support commences will change. From 
1 April 2022, the employer will pay sickness benefit to employees for up to nine calendar days’ of incapacity (instead of the current period of ten calendar days) 
and state benefit will be payable from day ten (instead of from day eleven, as currently).

Impact date: 1 April 2022

Employer implications/action needed: No immediate actions required.

Link: https://likumi.lv/ta/id/328106-grozijumi-likuma-par-maternitates-un-slimibas-apdrosinasanu
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Latvia

Implementation of EU Whistleblowing Directive

A new Whistleblowing Bill is currently at the final stage of the legislative process. The Bill will implement the EU Whistleblowing Directive without imposing stricter 
requirements. However, some differences could be identified, for example, Latvia has chosen not to include protection of anonymous whistleblowing.

Impact date: No implementation date is currently available.

Employer implications/action needed: At present no actions needed. When the new Whistleblowing Law is adopted, compliance should be ensured.

Link: https://titania.saeima.lv/LIVS13/saeimalivs13.nsf/webAll?SearchView&Query=([Title]=*trauksmes+cel%C5%A1anas*)&SearchMax=0&SearchOrder=4

Potential amendments to the Labor Law

Draft legislation setting out comprehensive proposed amendments to various aspects of employment law has been published and includes potential changes to 
collective labor agreements, periods of inactivity, part-time working and aggregated working time.

Impact date: No implementation date currently available.

Employer implications/action needed: No immediate actions necessary. The proposals will first need to be approved but, once they are brought into force, 
relevant employment documents will need to be updated.

Link: https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/vY0QCW76muZkQzmu6FRPJ?domain=tapportals.mk.gov.lv

Implementation of EU Directives on predictable working conditions and work-life balance 

The Latvian Government has prepared a Bill for implementation of the EU Directives on predictable working conditions and work-life balance. The anticipated 
amendments aim to meet minimum EU requirements and, inter alia, include:

 – extension of maximum probationary period by collective labor agreements;

 – regulation if a working schedule is not fully (or mostly) predictable;

 – right to require an employer to make adjustments to working time;

 – right to unpaid carers’ leave;

 – right of paternity/ parental leave of 10 working days after the birth of a child.

Impact date: The Directives must be implemented by the beginning of August 2022, however no effective date is currently available.

Employer implications/action needed: No actions required at present. When changes come into force, employment agreements and internal processes will 
need to be updated as necessary.

Link: https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/vY0QCW76muZkQzmu6FRPJ?domain=tapportals.mk.gov.lv
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Minimum wage

The minimum monthly wage has been increased to €730 and the minimum hourly pay rate to €4.47.

Impact date: 1 January 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Employers must ensure that unqualified staff are remunerated with at least the minimum monthly wage/minimum 
hourly pay rate and that qualified staff are remunerated with higher pay.

Employer risk: Non-compliance may lead to an administrative penalty of €300 to €1,450. Repeated breaches carry a penalty of between €1,400 and €3,000, 
while a deliberate breach carries a penalty of between €2,700 and €6,000. An additional tax burden may also fall due on the corrected shortfalls. 

Link: https://www.e-tar.lt/portal/lt/legalAct/01463dc02ceb11ecad73e69048767e8c

Payment of salaries

The Labor Code of the Republic of Lithuania has been amended to provide that salaries and other employment-related payments, such as subsistence and travel 
expenses must be paid by bank transfer to an account designated by the employee. (As a specific exception, this rule change does not apply to sailors).

Impact date: 1 January 2022

Employer implications/action needed: The new provision requires all employers to end cash payments. Employers must obtain relevant bank account details 
from employees to effect payment.

Employer risk: Non-compliance may lead to an administrative penalty of €300 to €1,450. Repeated breaches carry a penalty of between €1,400 and €3,000, 
while deliberate breach carries a penalty of between €2,700 and €6,000.

Link: https://www.e-tar.lt/portal/lt/legalAct/f6d686707e7011e6b969d7ae07280e89/asr
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Lithuania

Increases in administrative penalties for employers

The Code of Administrative Offences of the Republic of Lithuania (CAO) has been amended to allow for the imposition of penalties for employers’ repeated 
breaches of occupational health and safety requirements. The relevant administrative penalties are from €900 to €1,400 for repeated “ordinary” breaches and 
from €1,400 to €3,000 for repeated breaches which could have resulted in an accident at work, breakdown or other grave consequences.

The level of administrative penalties under the CAO has also increased significantly. The lower limit of administrative penalty for an employer’s breach of salary 
calculation and payment procedure has increased from €150 to €300 and for an employer’s breach of working time accounting has increased from €150 to €300. 
Some penalties have in fact tripled in amount: employer failure to notify the State Labor Inspectorate about a posted foreign worker has risen to between €360 
and €660 or to €720 to €1,320 for repeated breach (having previously been €120 to €220 or € 240 to € 440 for repeated breach) and, for employer failure to 
apply, or apply correctly, guarantees for posted workers the penalty has risen to between €420 to €900 or €900 to €1,680 for repeated breach (having previously 
been €140 to €300 or €300 to €560 for a repeated breach).

Impact date: 1 November 2021 and 1 December 2021, respectively.

Employer implications/action needed: Strict compliance with applicable laws is essential to avoid penalty as well as potential reputational damage.

Link: https://www.e-tar.lt/portal/lt/legalAct/4ebe66c0262311e5bf92d6af3f6a2e8b/asr
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COVID-19 – Measures in the workplace

Regulations introduced in October 2021 set out required measures for the prevention and spread of COVID-19 in the workplace. These Regulations consolidate 
and supersede the pre-existing seven sets of regulations concerning COVID-19. 

All employers must ensure that appropriate measures are in place to implement prescribed physical distancing rules, to provide hygiene products to staff for 
sanitization and rubbish bins for the disposal of waste and to clean and regularly disinfect the workplace.

The requirement for employees to wear a mask is temporarily suspended while employees carry out an activity for which masks are not required or would impede 
the use of equipment. 

Impact date: 1 October 2021

Employer implications/action needed: Employers must ensure that the physical structure of workplaces allows individuals to keep at least one metre distance 
from each other. This might include placing seats not less than 1 metre apart but also facilitating physical distancing for accessing facilities, including when 
queuing or when in communal areas. 

Employers must also provide employees with sanitary products, including soap, hand sanitisers and tissue paper for their personal use and must also make 
arrangements for work surfaces, such as benchtops, desks and doorknobs, to be regularly cleaned and disinfected.

Employer risk: Non-compliance with these Regulations amounts to a criminal offence and exposes an employer, on conviction, to a fine not exceeding 500,000 
rupees and to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 5 years. In addition, an employee may raise a civil claim.

Link: Consolidated COVID-19 Regulations 2021

Mauritius
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Mauritius

Social contribution payable by employer

Regulations require the employer to pay social contributions on behalf of specified public sector employees for the months of September and October 2021. The 
contribution rates are 4.5% or 9% of pay, depending on the applicable pay rate. (Different rules apply for those not working under the authority of the Pay 
Research Bureau).

Impact date: 1 November 2021

Employer implications/action needed: For the months of September 2021 and October 2021 employers subject to this obligation include:

a. a Ministry or Government department, 

b. a local authority or the Rodrigues Regional Assembly, 

c. a statutory body, 

d. a member of the National Assembly (only for an employee who is a constituency clerk or driver employed by the latter and who is paid out of public funds)

e. Roman Catholic Education Authority; 

f. Hindu Education Authority.

Employer risk: An employer who fails to pay the social contribution commits an offence punishable by:

 – in the case of a person who employs an employee in domestic service, a fine not exceeding 5,000 rupees and to imprisonment for a term not exceeding  
3 months; or

 – in any other case, a fine equal to the unpaid social contribution or 50,000 rupees, whichever is higher, and to imprisonment for a term not exceeding  
12 months. 

The employer can also be ordered to pay to the Director-General the amount of any unpaid social contribution or surcharge.

Link: Social Contribution and Social Benefits (Contributions by Public Sector Employees) Regulations 2021
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Mauritius

COVID-19 – Booster dose

The Ministry of Health and Wellness has confirmed that “fully vaccinated” status will only be retained for 6 months for individuals who have received two doses of 
a vaccine. To retain such status after this period, individuals will need to receive a booster dose between 4 to 6 months after the second dose of vaccine (or after 
one dose of the “Johnson & Johnson” single dose vaccine). 

Impact date: 15 January 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Although employers cannot force an employee to get vaccinated, in order to make sure that employees are not 
restricted from accessing some places in order to carry out their tasks, employers might need to encourage employees to receive a booster.

Employer risk: Non-compliance with these Regulations amounts to an offence and exposes an employer, on conviction, to a fine not exceeding 500,000 rupees 
and to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 5 years.

Link: PRESS RELEASE : Consolidated COVID-19 (Amendment No.5) Regulations 2021 – beSafeMoris

National Minimum Wage

The National Minimum Wage payable to workers has increased from Rs 10,575 to Rs 11,075.

Impact date: 1 January 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Employers must ensure that their workers are paid the new minimum wage. Any agreement by a worker to relinquish 
their right to the payment of the national minimum wage to which they are entitled will be null and void.

Employer risk: Non-payment of the national minimum wage by the employer is an offence and, on conviction, the employer shall be liable to a fine not 
exceeding 50,000 rupees.

Link: Minimum Wage press article
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COVID-19 – Fines relief and reduction of interest

Temporary relief for fines and a reduction of interest related to social security contributions have been made available in light of the social and economic impacts 
of the pandemic.

Impact date: To 12 May 2022.

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should note the procedural requirements for applying for this measure as well as the different  
options available.

Employer risk: Failure to adhere to the procedural requirements could result in the application for the measure being rejected.

Minimum wage rate changes 

The rates of applicable minimum wage has been adjusted in the following sectors: production and distribution of electricity, gas, and water; construction; 
financial and non-financial services; manufacturing industry; industry and extraction of minerals; fisheries; agriculture, livestock, hunting and forestry.

Impact date: Published on 22 September 2021, but effective as of 1 August 2021.

Employer implications/action needed: Employers in these sectors should be aware of this readjustment of minimum wages and ensure compliance.

Employer risk: Failure to comply with payment of these minimum wages may allow claims on labor credits as well as payment of fines.

COVID-19 – Updated preventative measures

Updated preventive measures have been introduced in the workplace, including mandatory use of masks, ensuring frequent hand-washing, social distancing of at 
least 2 meters, not sharing personal items, systematic cleaning of the workplace and facilities and temperature testing. The updated measures also establish a 
special protective regime for some categories of employees.

Impact date: 21 December 2021 to 19 January 2022.

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should be aware of the revised preventive measures and ensure compliance.

Employer risk: Failure to comply with the preventive measures is a criminal offence.

Link: https://www.pensa.org.mz/files/BR_245_I_SERIE_2021.pdf

Mozambique
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Professional traineeships 

New regulation has been introduced for professional traineeships, setting out the obligations upon both trainees and the training provider including rights and 
duties/responsibilities; duration of the traineeship contract and penalties. 

Even if the trainee is not considered an employee, certain rules of the Labor Law must be observed.

Impact date: 23 December 2021

Employer implications/action needed: Employers/Promoting Entities should be aware of these regulations on entering into any traineeship contract.

Employer risk: Failure to comply with this regulation may imply the payment of fines.

Link: https://www.lexlink.eu/FileGet.aspx?FileId=3029828

Mozambique
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Gender diversity quotas on Boards of Directors and Supervisory Boards 

New legislation has been adopted that requires a more balanced ratio in the number of men and women on the Boards of Directors and Supervisory Boards of 
large public and private limited liability companies. The legislation aims to make the ratio of men and women at the top of large companies more balanced, by 
requiring at least 1/3 male and 1/3 female members on the Boards (public limited liability companies). In addition, certain reporting obligations to the Social and 
Economic Council will apply, together with an obligation to set appropriate and ambitious gender balance targets (public and private limited liability companies).

Impact date: 1 January 2022 

Employer implications/action needed: Impacted companies must ensure that any appointments of new members of the Boards of Directors and Supervisory 
Board make the number of men and women on the Supervisory Board or Board of Directors more balanced. A new appointment that does not contribute to the 
gender balance will be declared invalid (null and void) if the company has not yet met the one-third quota. In addition, companies will need to prepare to comply 
with the new reporting obligations to the Social and Economic Council and set appropriate and ambitious gender balance targets. 

Employer risk: If the appointment of a new board member does not result in a balanced number of men and women on the Supervisory Board or Board of 
Directors, the appointment is null and void. In addition, shareholders could ask questions about these new rules and, in case these are not answered satisfactorily, 
refuse to adopt the annual accounts. 

Link: More balanced ratio between men and women in management and supervisory boards

Homeworking allowance

New legislation allows a tax-free allowance of a maximum of €2 per day for every day an employee works from home. With respect to each workday, the 
employer can either grant an employee the tax-free commuting allowance or the tax-free homeworking allowance. It is not possible to grant both allowances 
tax-free with respect to the same day.

Impact date: 1 January 2022 

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should review and, if necessary, amend their policies on commuting reimbursement and homeworking 
allowances in light of the changes in this respect.

Employer risk: In case the homeworking allowance exceeds the maximum amount or cumulates with the commuting allowance, the employer risks (a part of) 
the reimbursement being considered wages, with respect to which wage tax shall be paid.

Link: Reimbursement for employees working from home | Business.gov.nl

Netherlands
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Smoking areas in the company building / on the company site to be closed

Pursuant to an amendment of the Tobacco and Smoking Products Act, smoking areas in (semi) public and public buildings, such as in health care, education, 
government buildings and the cultural and sports sector, were already prohibited since 1 July 2021. For the business sector, as of 1 January 2022, smoking areas 
are now prohibited as well. A ‘smoking area’ is defined as a closable room/area designated for smoking tobacco products, which is also marked as such. This 
obligation comes in addition to other existing requirements for employers to ensure a smoke-free working environment for employees.

Impact date: 1 January 2022 

Employer implications/action needed: Employers must ensure that any smoking area within its company/site/premises is closed.

Employer risk: Employers that do not close smoking areas risk fines being imposed. The amount of such fines may amount €450 up to €4,500.

Link: https://business.gov.nl/regulation/ban-smoking-workplace/

Increased minimum wage / maximum daily wage rates and statutory severance

The minimum wage for employees aged 21 or over has increased from €1,701.00 to €1,725.00 gross per month, excluding the 8% statutory holiday allowance, 
based on full-time employment. The maximum daily wage has been increased from €225,57 gross to €228,76 gross. The cap on the statutory severance payment 
has been increased from €84,000 gross to €86,000 gross. The exception which entitles employees to one annual salary if this amount exceeds €86,000 gross 
remains applicable.

Impact date: 1 January 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Employers must (i) ensure employees receive at least the statutory minimum wage and (ii) check whether salary levels 
required for certain exceptions (e.g. including holiday allowance in salary if salary equals 3x minimum wage) are still being met, (iii) observe the maximum daily 
wage (e.g. re sick pay) and (iv) observe the maximum severance payment in case of termination.

Employer risk: Failing to pay the statutory minimum wage may result in wage claims (including the statutory increase of 50%) from employees and fines from the 
Inspectorate SZW between €500 and €10,000 per employee. Additionally, this may have a negative effect on an employer reputation.

Netherlands
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Premium for unemployment benefits

The premium rate employers have to pay for unemployment benefits for employees depends on whether the employee has a permanent employment contract 
for a fixed number of hours per week or a flexible employment contract. The premium is lower for employees with a permanent, fixed hour employment contract 
but this has now been amended for employees who significantly exceed their fixed hours. Employees with fixed hours of less than 35 per week who, on average 
during a calendar year, work and receive salary for more than 130% of those hours will now attract the higher premium for unemployment benefits -applicable 
with retrospective effect. The enforcement of this correction-provision was postponed due to the COVID-pandemic, but is will be pursued from 1 January 2022. 

Impact date: 1 January 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Ensure that employees do not work more than 130% of the hours for which they are employed under an indefinite term 
contract during a calendar year. 

Employer risk: Backdated payment of the higher premium rate for the unemployment benefits could be due if an employee with a permanent contract works 
more than 130% of the hours for which they are employed during a calendar year.

Link: https://www.belastingdienst.nl/wps/wcm/connect/nl/coronavirus/content/aanpassing-herziening-lage-ww-premie-voor-vaste-werknemers-die-meer-
dan-30-procent-hebben-overgewerkt

Amendment of the Dutch Works Councils Act 

A number of aspects of the Dutch Works Councils Act have been amended, most notably, to increase the involvement of flexible workers and to lower the 
qualifying period of employment in order to vote and to stand for election (to 3 months’ employment in place of the previous requirement of 6 or 12 months’ 
employment, respectively). In addition, agency workers gain rights under the Dutch Works Councils Act after 15 months of employment, instead of 24 months. 

Impact date: 1 January 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Advise the works council to amend its rules of procedure, if and to the extent this document refers to the terms of the 
outdated legislation. 

Employer risk: Failure to act in accordance with the amended legislation could lead to claims and court proceedings by employees as well as the works council. 

Link: https://www.eerstekamer.nl/behandeling/20211220/publicatie_wet/document3/f=/vlovei7q1yuc.pdf

Netherlands
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Implementation EU Whistleblowing Directive (“WBD”)

Draft legislation implementing the WBD has been submitted to parliament and is awaited. That legislation meets the minimum standards set by the WBD, going 
beyond the WBD requirements in some respects. The whistleblower legal rights and protections include (but are not limited to):

 – protection for all persons in a work-related relationship;

 – a requirement for employers to have internal whistleblowers procedures;

 – additional requirements for internal and external reporting channels and procedures, including timeframes;

 – more robust confidentiality requirements;

 – there will be no requirement to first report a suspicion of a wrongdoing internally before reporting it externally;

 – a reversal of the burden of proof for demonstrating detriment as a result of the disclosure. 

The Dutch legislative proposal implementing has not yet been adopted. On 13 January 2022 the proposal will again be discussed in parliament. It is expected that 
the legislative proposal will be adopted early in 2022, but this remains uncertain.

Impact date: Expected Q1 2022. 

Employer implications/action needed: Once the legislative proposal is adopted, employers should (i) amend their whistleblower procedure and related 
practices, taking into account the new legislation and (ii) appoint an independent officer to whom the (suspicions of) wrongdoing or infringements of EU law can 
be reported.

Employer risk: Employers that breach the obligation to keep the identity of employees who raise a concern confidential, risk criminal prosecution and fines of up 
to € 21,750. In addition, if an employer deliberately provides false information about an employee and publishes the information, it also risks criminal prosecution 
and fines of up to €21,750.

Links: - https://www.eerstekamer.nl/behandeling/20210601/voorstel_van_wet/document3/f=/vljbm39mcmzu.pdf

-  https://www.eversheds-sutherland.com/global/en/what/articles/index.page?ArticleID=en%2FEmployment_and_labour_law%2Fdeadline-for-the-EU-
whistleblowing-directive&utm_source=vuture&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=vuture-emails

Netherlands
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Parental leave rights 

The Dutch government has adopted the Paid Parental Leave Act (“the Act”). The Act amends the current legislation and will entitle employees to a period of paid 
parental leave in the form of benefit payments administered by the Employee Insurance Agency (“UWV”) equal to (at least) 50% of the employee’s salary, capped 
at 50% of the statutory maximum daily wage, for a period of up to 9 times the weekly working hours up until the child reaches the age of 1.

Impact date: 2 August 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should be aware of employee access to pay during parental leave and should review and/or amend internal 
policies in accordance with the new legislation. In addition, HR departments should be aware that requests for parental leave benefit will need to be submitted on 
behalf of employees to the UWV.

Employer risk: Once in force, failure by employers to process requests for paid parental leave benefits risks legal claims from employees as well as reputational 
damage. 

Link: Paid parental leave | Business.gov.nl

Netherlands

EU Transparent and Predictable Working Conditions Directive

The Dutch government has published draft legislation for the implementation of the Transparent and Predictable Working Conditions Directive. The most relevant 
changes include (but are not limited to):

 – Employers are no longer allowed to recover costs for compulsory education or training from employees and any time spent on such education or training is 
considered working time;

 – Any contractual clause which purports to prohibit or restrict employees from performing work for other companies outside their working hours will be null 
and void, unless there is objective justification;

 – Employers will be obliged to provide information to employees (in writing) about an extended list of key terms and conditions of employment;

 – Employers must confirm the normal working hours and rest periods within 1 week of commencement of employment;

 – Prior to any posting of employees from the Netherlands to another EU-country, employers must provide information on the wages, allowances and any 
arrangements for reimbursements of travel, accommodation and/or meals; 

 – After 26 weeks of employment, employees will be entitled to make a request (in writing) for their employer to provide more predictable and secure working 
conditions, insofar as these already apply to other employees within the company. 

Impact date: 1 August 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should monitor the progress of the legislation. In anticipation of the new legislation being enacted, 
employers should review their practices and, if necessary, amend these to ensure compliance.

Employer risk: Failure to comply with these new requirements may lead to challenge and/or claims from employees, depending on the specific rule that has 
been breached. Further, the new legislation provides protection against detriment or dismissal for employees invoking their rights.
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Norway 

Contact

Sten Foyn 
Partner
T: +47 928 35 278
s.foyn@ 
haavind.no

Martin Haukland 
Senior Lawyer
T: + 47 414 61 776
m.haukland@ 
haavind.no

Supreme Court decision on deductions from pay (case law)

A recent Supreme Court judgement found that standard clauses in employment contracts which provide for deductions from pay where the payment of salary or 
other remuneration is incorrect, do not give an automatic right to employers to lawfully make pay deductions. The Court has ruled that specific criteria must first 
be met for the deduction to be lawful.

Impact date: 12 December 2021 

Employer implications/action needed: Standard employment contracts should be reviewed and necessary adjustment to the wording and also to employer 
practices should be implemented. 

Employer risk: Unlawful deductions and employee claims if the deduction is not lawful. 

Stricter statutory regulation to prevent employment-related crime

The changes include:

 – Wage theft is now a criminal offence, along with employer failure to establish a mandatory occupational scheme for employees or to pay contributions into 
such schemes. 

 – The potential prison sentence applicable to serious violations of the Working Environment Act has been increased from up to 3 to up to 5 years;

 – Salary and other monetary remuneration from the employer must be paid by bank transfer to the employee’s account, unless such a method of payment is 
impossible or very burdensome for the employee or employer.

Impact date: 1 January 2022

Employer implications/action needed: With potential criminal sanction being so high, compliance is vitally important.

Employer risk: Non-compliance may result in criminal liability or a response from the Norwegian Labor Inspection Authority.

Link: https://www.regjeringen.no/no/aktuelt/endringer-i-lover-og-forskrifter-fra-1.-januar-2022-fra-arbeids-og-sosialdepartementet/id2892814/
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Norway 

Amendments to the mandatory occupational pension scheme

All employees aged 13 or over need to be enrolled in the pension scheme, unless specific exemptions apply. Prior to this change, the applicable age for enrolment 
was 20. The minimum qualifying requirement enrolment is also removed, although exception may be made for very small pension accrual (normally salary under 
NOK 1000).

The basis of pension accrual shall include all salary up to 12 times the national insurance basic amount (“G”) and not only salary over 1 G, which is equal to NOK 
106 399 as of 1 May 2021.

Impact date: The changes in the statutory regulation came into force 1 January 2022 with a transition period for implementation until 30 June 2022.

Employer implications/action needed: Ensure that employees who are eligible for mandatory occupational pension are enrolled in the current pension scheme 
and that the basis of pension accrual is in accordance with statutory law.

Employer risk: Risk of claims for additional payments. Breach of the obligation to provide mandatory occupational scheme may involve criminal liability.

Link: https://www.regjeringen.no/no/aktuelt/regler-om-pensjon-fra-forste-krone-og-dag-settes-i-kraft/id2893280/

Curbing temporary employment

The engagement of workers on a temporary employment contract of up to 12 months is due to be subject to a justification requirement.

Impact date: The legislative amendment is not yet in force but is expected in early 2022.

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should identify temporary employment relationships based on the working environment Section 14-9 (2) f 
and assess whether there is basis for continuation.

Employer risk: Risk of claims for permanent employment and compensation for non-compliant temporary engagements.

Link: https://www.regjeringen.no/no/aktuelt/regjeringen-vil-fjerne-den-generelle-adgangen-til-midlertidig-ansettelser/id2890795/
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Data privacy

The Office for Personal Data Protection has confirmed that a trade union representative appointed by the trade union to participate in consultations on the 
granting of individual benefits from the Social Benefits Fund can (and should) have access to personal data contained in applications for the granting of such 
benefits. This applies where the applicable fund regulations allow the trade union to appoint such a representative and where applications are submitted by 
former employees entitled to benefit from the fund.

Impact date: 3 November 2021 (publication date of the position paper).

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should give access to the personal data contained in an application for the award of benefits to a trade union 
representative.

Employer risk: Non-compliance may be considered as obstruction of union activities, which is penalized with a fine or limitation of liberty (i.e. (i) the obligation to 
perform unpaid controlled work for social purposes; (ii) deduction from 10% to 25% of the remuneration for work per month for a social purpose designated by 
the court).

Links: https://uodo.gov.pl/pl/225/1633

Minimum wage increase

The minimum wage has been increased to PLN 3,010 gross and the minimum hourly rate has been increased to PLN 19.70.

Impact date: 1 January 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should review current remuneration arrangements for employees and adjust them as appropriate to ensure 
the new minimum pay requirements are met. 

Employer risk: Payment of remuneration below the minimum wage is subject to a fine from PLN 1,000 to PLN 30,000.

Links: https://uodo.gov.pl/pl/225/1633

Poland
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Poland

COVID-19 – Checking COVID-19 certificates and test results of employees

Draft legislation is proceeded in the Parliament that would allow employers to check COVID-19 certificates and verify the test results of employees. The draft 
provides for the possibility of verifying the COVID-19 certificates and performing diagnostic tests for SARS-CoV-2 free of charge by persons employed under 
contracts of employment and civil law contracts. The cost of the tests will be covered by public funds, but their number is to be limited for reasons of availability 
- the exact number will be determined by order of the Minister of Health. 

In addition, employers will have the possibility to oblige the employee to show a negative result of a test taken up to 48 hours earlier.

Impact date: February 2022 (estimated).

Employer implications/action needed: No action needed. The regulation in its current shape leaves doubts about the status of persons who refuse information 
about having a negative test result and are not exempt. According to the wording of the regulation, they are treated as persons who provide information about 
not having a negative result. However, it is not clear how such persons should be treated. 

Employer risk: At this stage pending the final version of the legislation, the risks associated with these regulations are uncertain.

Link: https://www.sejm.gov.pl/sejm9.nsf/PrzebiegProc.xsp?id=B38A198A634F593AC12587AB00574AD8

Whistleblowing

The government has published a draft bill which aims to implement the EU Whistleblowing Directive. The bill sets out obligations for employers to establish 
internal procedures for reporting breaches as well as providing protection to reporting persons against retaliation.

Impact date: February 2022 (estimated).

Employer implications/action needed: The new law is currently only in the initial stages of the legislative process and may change following consultation. At 
this stage, employers should assess where there may be gaps in their current processes based on the draft bill, but should await changing those processes until 
the legislation is in its final format and the obligations are clear. 

Employer risk: At this stage pending the final version of the legislation, the risks associated with any breach of the new law are uncertain. However, based on the 
draft bill, it is currently expected that criminal sanctions will apply in the event of any failure to establish internal reporting channels. 

Links: https://legislacja.gov.pl/projekt/12352401
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COVID-19 – Support measures - extraordinary support for the progressive resume of the activity

The Portuguese government has, once more, extended the extraordinary support available for employers facing reduced activity during the pandemic. Employers 
with decreased turnover of 75% or more are able to impose reduced working hours;

 – by up to 100% for up to 75% of the workforce of each establishment, 

 – by up to 75% for up to 100% of the workforce of each establishment;

 – for employers in bars, nightclubs, recreational parks and event supply or staging industries, whose establishments are legally required to close due to legislative 
or administrative order, by up to 100% for all of the workforce.

Employers may only reduce regular working hours if the establishments are kept open, unless closure is required by legal or administrative order. In addition, the 
period during which, after the end of the support period, the employer cannot terminate employment (except in certain limited circumstances) has been 
increased from 60 to 90 days.

Impact date: Ongoing, while the economic activity restrictions related to the pandemic remain in place.

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should note the procedural requirements for applying for the extraordinary support and the conditions for 
acceptance, which include a prohibition (except in certain limited circumstances) on the termination of employment during the support period and in the 90 days 
following that period.

Employer risk: Failure to adhere to the procedural requirements could result in the application for the support being rejected.

Link: https://dre.pt/dre/detalhe/decreto-lei/71-a-2021-169529634

COVID-19 – Support measures – family support due to school closure

During school closures in December 2021 and January 2022, parents with children under the age of 12 (or regardless of age if the child is disabled/chronically ill), 
were entitled to a period of paid leave, payable at the rate of 66% or 100% of their salaries, the latter being available principally for single-parent households. . 

From 27 to 31 December 2021, this support was subject to minimum pay of €665, to a maximum of €1,995, according to the number of days of absence. For the 
period between 2 to 9 January 2022, the minimum payment was €705, to and a maximum of €2,115.

Impact date: 27 December 2021

Employer implications/action needed: This support is paid in equal parts by the employer and the Social Security. In the situations where the amount 
corresponds to 100% of the employee’s salary, the additional amount is paid by the Social Security, and the employer pays it to the employee. The employer is 
also exempted from social security contributions in relation to the additional amount paid to the Social Security.

Link: https://dre.pt/dre/detalhe/decreto-lei/119-a-2021-176412619

Portugal
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Portugal

Amendments to telework regime

A number of amendments to the Labour Code provide specific protection for employees working from home. The amendments include (but are not limited to):

 – a maximum duration of 6 months applies to teleworking agreements, unless a permanent arrangement is agreed. The limited term arrangement is 
automatically renewed unless a party opposes the renewal on 15 days’ prior notice;

 – where a teleworking arrangement is agreed on a permanent basis, either party may terminate that agreement with 60 days’ prior notice;

 – either party may terminate the teleworking agreement (whether limited term or permanent) within the first 30 days of its execution;

 – the teleworking agreement must establish the frequency of face-to-face meetings between the employee and their co-employees and managers, which must 
take place at least every 2 months;

 – the employer is responsible for making available the equipment and systems necessary for the performance of the work aand for communication between the 
employee and employer; 

 – any additional expenses incurred by the employee as a result of the acquisition and use of the equipment in the performance of teleworking, including the 
increase of expenses related to electricity, internet connectivity and the maintenance equipment and systems, must be reimbursed by the employer;,

 – the employer must respect the employee’s privacy, their working schedule and their rest periods, ensuring that the employee’s health and safety is protected, 
including their mental health; and

 – it is prohibited for the employer to contact the employee outside working hours, unless in exceptional situations.

Impact date: 1 January 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should be aware of the changes to the current legal regime on teleworking and of the impacts on any 
telework agreements that they may have currently in force.

Employer risk: Breach of the telework provisions can result in penalty. For example, breach of the prohibition on contacting employees outside working hours is 
deemed as a serious labour offence punishable with fine which may vary between €612 and €9,690 per breach, depending on the company’s level of guilt and 
turnover of the previous year.

Link: https://dre.pt/dre/detalhe/lei/83-2021-175397114

COVID-19 – Support measures - new incentive for business normalisation

Employers who have taken advantage of existing business support packages to continue business activity and the simplified support for maintaining jobs in 
micro-sized companies, may access extraordinary support benefit, once those original packages come to an end. Access will be subject to qualifying criteria.

Impact date: 1 January 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Employers who benefit from the existing financial support mechanisms no longer need to wait three months from 
receiving payments under those schemes before applying for extraordinary support. 

Link: https://www.dre.pt/dre/detalhe/portaria/22-2022-177160323
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Portugal

Retirement age

A reduction in the age for accessing old-age pension will take effect in 2023 (at age 66 years and 4 months).

Impact date: Enacted 1 January 2022 but taking effect in 2023.

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should be aware that employees will be able to retire three months earlier, compared to the current 
retirement age of 66 years and 7 months first two months of the incentive.

Link: https://dre.pt/dre/detalhe/portaria/307-2021-176075693

Paid absence for employees following the death of a child

The period of paid absence for employees following the death of a child has been increased from 5 to 20 days. In addition, affected employees will have the right 
to request psychological counselling from the medical assistant at the national health service, which shall begin no later than 5 days after the death.

Impact date: 4 January 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should review and update any existing leave policies and procedures in order to ensure compliance with  
this change.

Link: Lei n.º 1/2022 | DRE

Early retirement proposals for disabled workers

Pension age is due to be reduced for those aged 60 or over who have a significant disability (assessed as a degree of at least 80% impairment). To benefit, the 
employee must have at least 15 years of accrued pension.

Impact date: 4 January 2022

Employer implications/action needed: This legal change is due to be introduced following the State Budget so is not yet in force and a precise date is awaited. 

Link: Lei n.º 5/2022 | DRE

Rise in the national minimum wage and support measure

The Constitutional Court has deemed unconstitutional the prevention of joint and several liability of a company with head offices outside the national territory. 
The decision extends potential liability for wage claims.

Impact date: 1 January 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Employers may apply for a financial support, provided that certain requirements are met. 

Employer risk: Non-payment of the national minimum wage is considered a very serious administrative offence.

Link: https://dre.pt/dre/detalhe/decreto-lei/109-b-2021-175595604
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COVID-19 – Paid leave days for the supervision of children

Subject to certain eligibility requirements, employers must grant employees paid leave for the supervision of children during any period where the competent 
authorities have required educational established to close. An allowance must be paid by the employer (which can be claimed back from the state) amounting to 
75% of the basic salary, capped at the state social insurance budget rate.

Impact date: 4 October 2021 and ongoing until after the state of alert, but until no later than the end of the scholar year 2021 – 2022.

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should review and, where applicable, update their leave arrangements to take account of the new 
entitlement. 

Employer risk: Failure to grant the days off may expose the employer to administrative fines which range from RON 1,000-2,000 for each employee whose 
request was denied.

Romania

COVID-19 – Protection measures in the event of technical unemployment

Emergency support measures for employees have been introduced to support employees unable to work due to the pandemic. An allowance of 75% of base 
salary is available to eligible employees whose work has been suspended temporarily by the employer for economic, technological reasons.

Impact date: 4 October 2021 to 31 December 2021.

Employer implications/action needed: Employers are not liable to pay the allowance but will benefit from the ability to retain staff during disrupted periods .

Employer risk: N/A. The allowances are paid by the unemployment insurance budget, and not by the employer.

Amendments to the Labor Code

A number of amendments have been made to the Labor Code, including to prevent undeclared work (where the work undertaken exceeds that provided under 
the contract) or sub-declared work (paying an employee a higher net salary than that recorded in the payroll) and to ensure salary is paid on time. Further, new 
rules have come into force on overtime. 

Impact date: 5 October 2021

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should note the amendments and apply them in practice. This may require working time or payroll 
adjustments to avoid the possibility of undeclared or sub-declared work or breach of overtime requirements. 

Employer risk: Failure to comply with the legal provisions may expose the employer to administrative fines. The nature of the breach will determine the level of 
the potential fines. For example, breach of the new provisions on non-declared work may expose the employer to fine between RON 10,000 – 15,000 for each 
employee, capped to RON 200,000.
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Time period within which an employee may challenge measures regarding the execution, amendment, suspension or  
termination of an employment agreement

An amendment to the law has clarified the legal time limits for challenging measures regarding the execution, amendment, suspension or termination of 
individual employment agreements. A 45 day period applies to any such challenges, calculated from the date when the employee acknowledges the measure 
was taken by the employer.

Impact date: 13 November 2021

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should note the clarified time period and make any required amendments to their internal procedures 
accordingly.

Employer risk: The 45 days term is provided by the Labour Law and there is no possibility for the employer to forbid the employee to challenge such measure.

Amendments to the Law regarding the protection of Romanian citizens based in Romania, working for foreign employers  
or contractors

New requirements have been introduced to ensure appropriate communication and liaison in the form of mediation between Romanian employees and foreign 
employers by whom they will be engaged, in particular by imposing new obligations on placement agents and employment service providers such as:

 – ensuring that workers employed abroad have sufficient time to study firm job offers prior to signing contracts, and that their content has been explained to 
them in detail; 

 – allowing at least a 5 day period for those engaging for the first time in mediation for the review of firm job offers and their explanation or a period of 2 days for 
subsequent use of mediation services.

Mediation to negotiate a legal relationship that is not one of employment is prohibited.

Impact date: 17 December 2021

Employer implications/action needed: No action needed. The modifications are being addressed, mainly, to the Romanian employment agents/employment 
service providers.

Links: - http://www.cdep.ro/pls/proiecte/upl_pck2015.proiect?idp=19349

- http://www.cdep.ro/pls/proiecte/docs/2021/pr230_21.pdf.

Romania
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Minimum wage

The minimum wage rate has been increased to RON 2,550 for a full-time position. Further, there is no longer any distinction for minimum wage purposes 
between employees with university degrees and length of service of more than 1 year.

Impact date: 1 January 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should review their remuneration arrangements and update as appropriate to ensure minimum salaries  
are met.

Employer risk: Non-compliance with the minimum gross wage is a criminal offence, punishable by fine or by imprisonment of up to 12 months. Potential fines 
range from between RON 300 and 2,000 (approx. €61 – 405).

Information and consultation obligations

New information and consultation obligations with employee representatives are proposed regarding certain aspects of the company’s activities. In particular 
these include: 

 – the recent and probable future evolution of the company’s activities, its economic situation, strategic development, and allocation of resources; 

 – the situation, structure and probable evolution of employment within the company, including where there is a threat to jobs; 

 – decisions that may lead to important changes in work organization, contractual relations or employment relationships. 

Impact date: Awaited. Pending procedure in the second chamber of the Parliament (chamber of Chamber of Deputies) having a final vote on the  
proposed reform.

Employer implications/action needed: No action required at present. However, employers may ultimately need to update internal policies / the internal 
regulation.

Employer risk: Non-compliance with the revised provisions may expose employers to administrative fines, which range from RON 1,000 (approx. EUR 206) to 
RON 50,000 (approx. EUR 10,254) depending the legal obligation breached.

Links: - PL-x nr. 73/2021 (cdep.ro)

- se962.pdf (cdep.ro)

Romania
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General Registry of Employees

The General Registry of Employees (REVISAL) is a digital registry that provides information about individual employee work contracts. It is proposed that the 
registry will be accessible online by employees and former employees. The right of access will be limited to viewing, downloading and printing the employee’s 
own record only.

Impact date: Awaited. Pending procedure in the decisional chamber of the Parliament (chamber of Chamber of Deputies) having a final vote on the  
proposed reform.

Employer implications/action needed: No action required at present. However, employers may ultimately need to update internal processes to grant access to 
REVISAL for employees.

Employer risk: Potential exposure to legal sanctions if the obligations are breached.

Link: URMARIREA PROCESULUI LEGISLATIV (cdep.ro)

Romania

Paternity leave

Increased paternity leave of 10 working days (increased from 5 working days) for fathers of newborn children is proposed. In addition, employees returning from 
paternity leave will have the right to receive no less favourable treatment, to return to work in an equivalent location under conditions that are no less favourable 
and to benefit from any improvement in the working conditions that would have applied had the leave not been taken.

Impact date: Awaited. Pending procedure in the decisional chamber of the Parliament (chamber of Chamber of Deputies) having a final vote on the  
proposed reform.

Employer implications/action needed: No action required at present. However, employers should review paternity leave policies to identify where changes 
may need to be made.

Employer risk: Non-compliance with the provisions may result in exposure to fines.

Link: PL-x nr. 319/2021 (cdep.ro)

COVID-19 – Vaccine discrimination

A new ground of discrimination is proposed, based on vaccine status. Any form of exclusion, segregation, restriction, distinction, preference or differential 
treatment exercised over a person or categories of persons based on COVID-19 vaccination will be prohibited.

Impact date: Awaited. Pending procedure in the decisional chamber of the Parliament (chamber of Chamber of Deputies) having a final vote on the  
proposed reform.

Employer implications/action needed: No action required at present. However, employers may ultimately need to update internal policies / the internal 
regulation to take account of the extended legal obligation and any measures to mitigate the risk of discrimination.

Employer risk: Potential exposure to fines if the legal obligation is not observed which may range between RON 3,000 – 100,000 (approx. EUR 608 – 20,286) 
depending the legal obligation breached if the act does not constitute a criminal offence.

Links: - Pl-x nr. 546/2021 (cdep.ro)

- pl673.pdf (cdep.ro)
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Romania

COVID19 – Vaccination proof for public and private health care facilities

During the state of alert, employees working in the health care sector, both public and private, must hold a Digital Covid–19 Certificate which confirms their 
vaccination status; that they have had Covid-19 between 15 and 180 days previously or a negative PCR test result.

Impact date: Awaited. Pending procedure in the decisional chamber of the Parliament (chamber of Chamber of Deputies) having a final vote on the  
proposed reform.

Employer implications/action needed: In the event of non-compliance with this particular obligation, employment will be suspended for a 30 day period but 
termination of employment may follow. 

Employer risk: Potential fines in a range of RON 50,000 (approx. €10,112) and RON 100,000 (approx. €20,223) applied to the person leading the respective unit.

Link: - URMARIREA PROCESULUI LEGISLATIV (cdep.ro)

- pl670.pdf (cdep.ro)

Additional facilities granted to the employers hiring individuals in certain situations

Employers hiring individuals with disabilities and unemployed individuals (aged 45 or over) will be eligible for an indemnity of RON 2,250 (approx. €456) for up to 
three years. The indemnity is not affected by whether the workers are graduates. 

Impact date: Awaited. Pending procedure in the decisional chamber of the Parliament (chamber of Chamber of Deputies) having a final vote on the  
proposed reform.

Links: - URMARIREA PROCESULUI LEGISLATIV (cdep.ro)

- se70.pdf (cdep.ro)
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Saudi Arabia

Contact

Anum Saleem
Principal Associate
T: +966 11 277 9836
anumsaleem@ 
aldhabaan-es.com

Updated table of labor law violations and penalties

An updated table has been issued that includes new labor law violations and updated penalties for breaches, including in relation to health and safety 
requirements, medical insurance, the use of child labor, working time and the provision of designated prayer and rest facilities.

Impact date: 12 September 2021

Employer risk: Employers risk higher fines in the event of labor law violations. For example, depending on the number of employees within a company, fines for 
non-compliance with safety requirements can range from 2,500 riyals to 10,000 riyals.

Link: 92768.pdf (hrsd.gov.sa)

Saudization in the Al-Baha region

A decision of the Minister of Human Resources has been issued, requiring the Saudization of a number of types of role in the Al-Baha region, with different rates 
(40%-100%) applying according to the job role activity. 

Impact date: 14 January 2022 (taking account of a 90 day grace period).

Employer implications/action needed: The decision applies to entities in the Al Baha region only. Applicable employers should note the requirements of the 
decision and adjust its employment practices accordingly.

Employer risk: Failure to comply with the requirements of the decision risks penalties. In addition, companies may be prevented from renewing work licenses.

Link: https://hrsd.gov.sa/sites/default/files/17102021.pdf

Saudization of marketing roles 

A Ministerial Resolution has been issued, requiring at least 30% of marketing jobs in private sector establishments to be assigned to Saudi citizens in order to 
reduce unemployment rates and provide appropriate job opportunities according to skills, practical experience and educational qualifications.

Impact date: 8 May 2022

Employer implications/action needed: The Resolution applies to every establishment that has 5 or more workers in the marketing profession. Applicable 
employers should note the requirements of the Resolution and adjust its employment practices accordingly.

Employer risk: Failure to comply with the requirements of the Resolution risks penalties. In addition, companies may be prevented from renewing work licenses.

Link: Microsoft Word - 2021 مسودة الدليل اإلجرايئ لتوطني مهن التسويق 11 كتوبر.docx (hrsd.gov.sa)
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Saudi Arabia

Saudization of administrative roles 

A Ministerial Resolution has been issued, requiring 100% of administrative roles (translation, secretarial, stock keeper, data entry) in private sector establishments 
to be assigned to Saudi citizens in order to reduce unemployment rates and provide appropriate job opportunities according to skills, practical experience and 
educational qualifications.

Impact date: 8 May 2022 

Employer risk: The decision applies to every economic entity in which translation, secretarial, stock-keeping and data entry professionals work. Applicable 
employers should note the requirements of the Resolution and adjust its employment practices accordingly.

Employer risk: Failure to comply with the requirements of the Resolution risks penalties. In addition, companies may be prevented from renewing work licenses.

Link: Microsoft Word - 16]الدليل اإلجرايئ لتوطني املهن اإلدارية املساندة].docx (hrsd.gov.sa)

Financial compensation in work licenses 

The Council of Ministers has issued a Resolution regarding the rules for calculating financial compensation in work licenses.

Impact date: Awaited.

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should note the provisions contained in the Resolution. Employers may now pay the fees (work permits and 
financial compensation) on a quarterly basis.

Employer risk: Failure to comply with the requirements of the decision risks penalties. In addition, companies may be prevented from renewing work licenses.

Link: 24112021.pdf (hrsd.gov.sa)
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Singapore

Contact

Sze-hui Goh
Partner
T: +65 6637 8883
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Retrenchment notification requirements

Previously, employers were only required to notify the Ministry of Manpower (MOM) when they retrenched five or more employees within a six-month period. 
This has been amended, so that employers with at least 10 employees are now required to notify the MOM of all retrenchments, regardless of the number of 
employees affected.

Impact date: 1 November 2021

Employer implications/action needed: The mandatory retrenchment notification must be filed by employers within five working days after they provide notice 
of retrenchment to the affected employee(s). 

Employer risk: Companies that do not comply with the notification requirements can be fined up to S$2,000.

Link: https://www.mom.gov.sg/newsroom/press-releases/2021/0709-update-to-mandatory-retrenchment-notification 

Change in statutory limits for prescribed minimum retirement and re-employment ages

The minimum statutory retirement and re-employment ages will be raised. The minimum statutory retirement age will increase from 62 to 63 years and the 
re-employment age will increase from 67 to 68 years. The Singapore Government intends to progressively raise the minimum statutory retirement and re-
employment ages to 65 and 70 respectively by 2030.

In addition, the Central Provident Fund (CPF) contribution rates for employees from the ages of 55 to 65 years have been increased by 2% while the contribution 
rate for employees from 65 to 70 years have been increased by 1.5%.

Impact date: 1 January 2022 (CPF contribution rate changes) and 1 July 2022 (increased retirement and re-employment ages).

Employer implications/action needed: Employers are required to offer re-employment to eligible employees from the statutory retirement age to the statutory 
re-employment age. Employers should therefore review their retirement and re-employment policies to take account of the increased ages once they come  
into force.

Links: - https://www.parliament.gov.sg/docs/default-source/default-document-library/retirement-and-re-employment-(amendment)-bill-35-2021.pdf 

-  https://www.mom.gov.sg/newsroom/press-releases/2021/1101-retirement-and-re-employment-amendment-bill-2021-and-cpf-amendment-
bill-2021

- https://www.cpf.gov.sg/employer/infohub/news/cpf-related-announcements/increase-in-cpf-contribution-rates-from-1-january-2022 
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COVID-19 – Pass as a condition for workplace entry

By a Decree of the Public Health Authority (“Decree”), employers are currently required to condition entry of employees to the workplace by the presentation of a 
valid COVID pass. A COVID pass is granted where an individual is fully vaccinated, has recovered from COVID-19 in the last 180 days or has had a negative 
RT-PCR, LAMP, antigen or nasal test within the previous 7 days. 

Where an employee fails to show a valid COVID pass and also rejects the option of free testing offered by the employer, the employee must not be permitted to 
enter the workplace. This situation will be considered as an obstacle to work on the part of the employee and the employee will have no entitlement to salary, 
unless the employer and the employee agree otherwise.

Impact date: November 2021 (currently applicable until 31 January 2022).

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should ensure that the COVID pass is checked prior to allowing employees to enter the workplace. In addition, 
employers must ensure that there are suitable arrangements for testing to take place, including providing a sufficient number of antigen self-tests, space for 
testing and arrangements for an authorized person to supervise the testing. Regardless of presenting a COVID pass, employees entering the workplace should be 
tested every 7 days. During 2022, the Ministry of Economy will contribute €5 for each tested employee (€4 test plus €1 for handling and control).

Employer risk: Employers may be subject to fines for breach of the Decree of up to €20,000 (or up to €7,000 as an on-the-spot fine). 

Links: - Act no. 311/2001 Coll. Labour Code

-  https: //www.eversheds-sutherland.com/global/en/what/publications/shownews.page?News=en/slovakia/en/Amendment_of_the_labour_code_
employers_and_covid_pass

- https://www.eversheds-sutherland.com/global/en/what/publications/shownews.page?News=en/slovakia/en/State_of_emergency_from_25_11_2021

- Current information provided by Ministry of Economy and currently effective Manual for Employee testing

-  Decree of the Public Health Office which for the protection of public health orders a temporary measure for the entry of employees into the employer’s 
place of work

Slovakia

COVID-19 – Remote working

A state of emergency remains declared in Slovakia. Workplace implications include that employees should work from home where possible. Employers are 
entitled to unilaterally require employees to work from home and employees are entitled to opt to work from home, unless there are serious operational reasons.

Impact date: 17 December 2021

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should ensure that arrangements are in place to allow employees to work from home where possible.

Employer risk: The Labor Inspectorate may impose a fine of up to €100,000 for breach of the Labor Law Regulations.

Link: https://www.eversheds-sutherland.com/global/en/what/publications/shownews.page?News=en/slovakia/en/State 
_of_emergency_from_25_11_2021 
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Slovakia

New ground for dismissal

A new reason for termination of employment by notice was planned to come into effect on 1 January 2022. That new ground would have allowed employers to 
terminate the employment, on notice, of an employee who had reached the age of 65 and who was entitled to an old age pension. However, The Constitutional 
Court of the Slovak Republic has suspended the reform from taking legal effect.

Impact date: 29 December 2021

Employer implications/action needed: Due to the suspension of the effectiveness of the new reason for termination, employers cannot currently validly 
terminate an employment relationship on the basis of such reason. An employment relationship terminated this way will be deemed invalid.

Link: https://www.eversheds-sutherland.com/global/en/what/publications/shownews.page?News=en/czech-republic/en/New_reason_for_termination_of_
employment

Minimum wage

The minimum wage rates have been amended to €646 per month and €3.713 per hour.

Impact date: 1 January 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should ensure that the pay rates of their employees complies with the minimum wage requirements.

Employer risk: The Labor Inspectorate may impose a fine up to €100,000 for breach of the Labor Law Regulations.

Link: Act no. 25/2004 Coll. on minimum wage

Taxation of meal benefits

A number of changes have been made to eliminate inequalities in the taxation of various forms of meal benefits (vouchers and financial contributions) and to 
simplify the administrative requirements. As a result of the changes, employer contributions to meal benefits up to a statutory amount are now exempt from tax. 
Contributions above the statutory amount will be subject to tax, unless that contribution is provided from the employer social fund.

Impact date: 1 January 2022

Link: Current effective version of the Labour Code
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Slovakia

Posting of employees - drivers performing cabotage transport

An amendment to the Labor Code and other legislation provides additional protection for drivers performing cabotage transport operations (i.e. transport 
between two or more places loading and/or unloading in one country by a transport operator from another country). In particular, the amendments provide that 
such drivers are considered to be employees posted to perform work in the provision of services and ensures minimum requirements on working time, including 
maximum daily and weekly driving times and minimum breaks and rest periods. 

Impact date: 2 February 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Employers operating in cabotage transport should note the new requirements and organise schedules and other 
arrangements to ensure compliance.

Employer risk: The Labor Inspectorate may impose a fine, the amount of which is determined by the type and severity of the infringement. 

Links: - Act no. 311/2001 Labour Code

- Act no. 462/2007 on the organization of working time

- Act no. 351/2015 Coll. on cross - border cooperation in the posting of workers in the framework of the provision of services

Legislative proposal on employer financial support

A legislative proposal has been made to incorporate the state support regime for part-time work into the Slovak legislation on a permanent basis. 

In summary, state support will be provided for the payment of compensation of employees’ salary where the employer is unable to assign work to employees to 
the originally-agreed extent due to external reasons which the employer cannot affect or prevent, such as a supply chain failure. The support currently proposed 
is 60% of the average hourly earnings of the employee, subject to a capped amount. The cap is calculated by applying a statutory formula, which in its currently-
proposed form would amount to €7.53 per hour or €1,310.39 per month.

Impact date: 1 March 2022 

Employer implications/action needed: No action needed at present. When effective, the change will give employers another option for managing an adverse 
economic situation, without the need to terminate employment.

Link: Act no. 215/2021 Coll. on support at the time of reduced working hours 
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South Africa

COVID-19 – Vaccination 

Government guidance issued in June 2021 continues to be relied on by employers in seeking direction on the fairness of mandatory vaccination policies and their 
implementation. 

The guidance takes account of different influencing factors, namely public health imperatives; the constitutional rights of employees; and the efficient operation 
of the employer’s business.

Impact date: Ongoing.

Employer implications/action needed: Employers must undertake a risk assessment to identify employees who pose a higher COVID-19 risk and should be 
vaccinated in the following categories: 

 – risk of transmission due to the nature of their work; or

 – risk of severe COVID-19 disease or death due to their age or comorbidities.

Subject to any collective agreement, the employer must provide certain information to the identified employees, including the employee’s right to refuse to be 
vaccinated on constitutional or medical grounds. The guidance also suggests steps in the event of such refusal, including reasonably accommodating the 
employee in a position that will not require the employee to vaccinated. 

Employers should also give employees paid time off to receive vaccination and to recover should they experience side effects. 

Employer risk: Where an employer does implement a mandatory vaccination policy and an employee refuses to be vaccinated, risk will be mitigated if the 
employer considers fully the grounds for refusal and any reasonable accommodation. If the employer is unable to reasonably accommodate the employee and 
subsequently dismisses them, employers risk one of the following actions:

 – an unfair dismissal dispute referral to the CCMA or bargaining council. If the employer is found liable, reinstatement or the payment of compensation (up to 12 
months salary) may be ordered; 

 – the referral of an automatically unfair dismissal dispute to the Labor Court if the employee claims discrimination or that the dismissal was based on an arbitrary 
ground. If the employer is found liable, payment of compensation (24 months’ salary) may be ordered.

Link: Consolidated Directives on Occupational Health and Safety Measures in Certain Workplaces: Annexure C- Guidelines if an employer makes  
vaccination mandatory
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South Africa

COVID-19 – Compensation for vaccination side-effects

A statutory notice provides that the Compensation Fund will cover employees for injuries, illness or death experienced as a result of receiving the COVID-19 
vaccine, provided that the employer required the employee to receive the vaccination as an inherent requirement of employment or where vaccination is 
required based on an OHS risk assessment conducted by the employer. 

Such claims to the Compensation Fund will be adjudicated and compensation will be determined and paid in accordance with existing legislation and guidelines.

Impact date: 22 October 2021 (date published in the government gazette).

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should take active steps to inform their employees of their right to lodge a claim for injuries, illness or death 
experienced as a result of receiving the COVID-19 vaccine.

Employer risk: The notice does not contain any express penalty for employers in the event that they fail to inform employees of their right to make a claim to the 
Compensation Fund.

Link: https://www.gov.za/sites/default/files/gcis_document/202110/45358gen629.pdf

Proposed minimum wage equalisation for domestic workers

An amendment has been proposed in relation to the wages of domestic workers. Currently, domestic workers are not entitled to the minimum wage. It is 
proposed to gradually equalise the national minimum wage, so that domestic workers will ultimately be entitled to 100% of the minimum wage. 

Impact date: Awaited. The recommendation was published on 17 December 2021 and the Commission has commenced a public consultation. The final date for 
comment was 14 January 2022.

Employer implications/action needed: In the event that the recommendation is implemented, employers must ensure that the wages paid to their domestic 
workers are equal to or more than the national minimum wage.

Employer risk: In the event that the recommendations are implemented and an employer fails to comply with the new requirements, a fine may be imposed on 
the employer. The amount of the fine will be the greater of (i) twice the value of the underpayment or (ii) twice the employee’s monthly wage. If the employer  
fails to comply for a second or further instance, any fine will the greater of (i) three times the value of the underpayment or (ii) three times the employee’s  
monthly wage.

Link: https://www.gov.za/sites/default/files/gcis_document/202112/45649gon1616.pdf
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South Africa

Employment equity plans

The Employment Equity Amendment Bill, which seeks to eliminate current employment equity plans and impose sector-specific employment equity goals, was 
passed by the Parliament’s National Assembly in November 2021. The Bill seeks to ensure stricter regulation of employment equity plans.

Impact date: September 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Employers will no longer be able to rely on their existing employment equity plans and will need to ensure that new 
employment equity plans meet specified sectoral numerical targets.

Employer risk: Employers who fail to comply with the Employment Equity Act, including any failure to prepare an employment equity plan that meets the 
required sectoral numerical targets, risk a fine. However, fines will usually be imposed only after certain enforcement measures have first been taken. Such 
enforcement measures include written undertakings and compliance orders. 

Link: https://www.gov.za/sites/default/files/gcis_document/202108/b14b-2020-employment-equity-amendment-bill.pdf
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COVID-19 – Extension of legislation 

The government has extended the COVID-19 legislation. This includes restrictions on dismissals and extensions of temporary lay-offs (the so-called “ERTES”). 

Impact date: From 1 November 2021 until 28 February 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Employers considering dismissals, seeking to carry out or extend temporary suspension of contracts or applying 
working time reductions should ensure that the statutory limitations and requirements are taken into account.

Employer risk: Failure to comply with the statutory procedures and restrictions (if applicable) could result in fines and the decision may be deemed null and void. 

Link: https://www.boe.es/diario_boe/txt.php?id=BOE-A-2021-15768

Spain

Increase in labor sanctions

The amount of labor penalties has been increased. 

Impact date: 1 October 2021

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should ensure that they are more rigorous in their procedures in order to avoid incurring liability for  
labor penalties.

Employer risk: With some exceptions, breach of certain labor requirements, including in the areas of labor relations and employment and Social Security, will risk 
the following sanctions being applied: (i) minor infringements: €70 to €750; (ii) severe infringements: €751 to €7,500; (iii) very severe infringements: €7,501 to 
€225,018. 

Link: https://www.boe.es/buscar/act.php?id=BOE-A-2000-15060&b=80&tn=1&p=20210710#a40F

Minimum wage

The minimum statutory interprofessional salary has been increased to €32.17 per day or €965 per month, depending on whether the salary is set on a daily or 
monthly basis.

Impact date: 1 September 2021

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should ensure that they pay at least the minimum interprofessional wage. The statutory minimum amounts 
may be exceeded by collective bargaining agreement or individual agreement.

Employer risk: An employment contract that does not comply with the minimum wage requirements will be declared null and void and the employer could be 
sanctioned with fines of up to €7,500. 

Link: https://www.boe.es/buscar/act.php?id=BOE-A-2021-15770 
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Spain

Labor reform

Legislation on urgent measures for labor reform, guaranteeing employment stability and market transformation, introduces a number of changes, including in 
collective bargaining, temporary contracts and the creation of the RED Mechanism for Employment Flexibility and Stabilization. The RED Mechanism will allow 
companies to voluntarily request from the employment authority the reduction of working hours or the suspension of employment contracts. 

Impact date: 31 December 2021 (except for some sections to which transitional regimes apply).

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should review their current arrangements, including in respect of the use of temporary contracts, in light of 
the new law. Employers will have a transitional period of three months to adapt existing temporary contracts to take account of the new requirements. 

Employer risk: Employers that fail to comply with the provisions of the labor reform risk penalties ranging from €1,000 to €10,000.

Link: https://www.boe.es/diario_boe/txt.php?id=BOE-A-2012-2076

Pension reform

Legislation on guaranteeing the purchasing power of pensions and other measures to reinforce the financial and social sustainability of the public pension system 
introduces a number of changes, including in relation to voluntary and involuntary early retirement, delayed retirement and pension revaluation.

Impact date: 1 January 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should note that collective bargaining agreements may include clauses that allow the termination of 
employment only once employees reach 68 years of age, provided that the requirements established in the Social Security regulations are met.

Employer risk: Failure to comply with the pension reform legislation may result in fines ranging from €70 to €10,000.

Link: https://www.boe.es/diario_boe/txt.php?id=BOE-A-2021-21652
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New social security agreement with Bosnia-Herzegovina

A new social security agreement between Switzerland and Bosnia-Herzegovina has entered into force. 

The purpose of the agreement is to ensure that citizens of Switzerland and Bosnia-Herzegovina receive equal treatment to the extent possible in respect of their 
social security entitlements. The agreement determines to which national social security system a person is subject and where the individual is required to pay 
contributions. The agreement sets out the requirements that a person must satisfy in order to claim old-age, survivors’ and disability pensions, as well as to qualify 
for rehabilitation measures from the disability insurance scheme. It also sets out the rules on exporting these benefits.

Impact date: 1 September 2021

Employer implications/action needed: mployers should review the applicable social security system for employees of Switzerland and Bosnia-Herzegovina 
working in the other state, as well as for employees posted from one state to the other or commuting between the states, including persons working in transport.

Salary discrimination - clarification of the burden of proof (case law)

The Federal Supreme Court has clarified that an employee bringing a claim of salary discrimination only has to provide prima facie evidence of the alleged 
discrimination based on gender. Employers defending such claims must however provide full proof to rebut the alleged discrimination.

Impact date: September 2021

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should seek to mitigate the risk of salary discrimination by ensuring that the rationale for different salaries are 
documented and demonstrate non-discriminatory reasons.

Link: https://www.bger.ch/ext/eurospider/live/de/php/aza/http/index.php?highlight_docid=aza%3A%2F%2Faza://20-07-2021-4A_636-
2020&lang=de&zoom=&type=show_document

Calculation of short-time working compensation (case law)

In a recent landmark decision, the Federal Supreme Court clarified that the pay for annual leave and public holidays of monthly-paid employees must be taken 
into account in the calculation for short-time working compensation. 

Impact date: November 2021

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should review the calculations used in short-time compensation applications to ensure that they include an 
appropriate amount for the annual leave and public holiday pay of employees with a monthly salary, where applicable.

Link: https://www.bger.ch/ext/eurospider/live/de/php/aza/http/index.php?highlight_docid=aza%3A%2F%2F17-11-2021-8C_272-
2021&lang=de&type=show_document&refresh=1&zoom=YES&

Switzerland
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Switzerland

Annual salary statements

The Federal Government has published updated guidance for employers on the completion of official annual salary statement forms.

Impact date: 1 January 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should ensure that they adhere to the updated guidance to ensure compliance with Swiss law regarding the 
delivery of social security contributions.

Employer risk: Failure to comply with the updated guidance risks liability for additional payments in the event that an audit reveals discrepancies.

Links: -  https://www.estv.admin.ch/dam/estv/de/dokumente/dbst/formulare/lohnausweis/la-wegleitung-2022.pdf.download.pdf/LA- 
Wegleitung-20220101-d.pdf 

- https://www.estv.admin.ch/dam/estv/de/dokumente/dbst/formulare/lohnausweis/11LohnA-links-dfe.qdf.download.qdf/11LohnA-links-dfe.qdf
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UAE Golden Visa

The Dubai International Financial Centre (‘DIFC’) recently implemented further changes to its employment laws and regulations. The DIFC Law No. 4 of 2021 
(‘Amendment Law’) clarifies the application of limitation periods, the accrual of vacation leave, the duration of the probationary period for short term fixed-term 
contracts and introduces certain defined terms. It also exempts employers from basic health and safety obligations in respect of remote working.

In addition, the DIFC has issued new regulations regarding pension schemes, requiring certain Qualifying Schemes (i.e. any scheme, plan, superannuation, 
provident fund or similar arrangement established for purposes of pension benefits, retirement contributions, gratuity or saving) to be established as an employee 
money purchase scheme in the form of a DIFC Trust with both its operator and administrator being established in the DIFC and regulated by the DFSA. 

Impact date: 21 September 2021

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should familiarise themselves with the amendments introduced. With regards to the Qualifying Scheme, 
employers have been granted a grace period of twelve months to comply with the new regulations.

Employer risk: Non-compliance with the DIFC employment laws and regulations could result in a fine ranging between USD $2000 - $10,000.

Link: Amending to the DIFC Employment Law

UAE
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UAE

UAE Data Protection

Part of the significant legislative reform in the UAE is the introduction of a new federal data protection framework (‘Data Protection Law’) and the establishment of 
a data protection office (‘DPO Law’). The Implementing Regulations will provide more detailed provisions for the Data Protection Law. 

In summary, the new Data Protection Law is aimed at aligning business practices with global standards. Individuals will receive consumer privacy rights similar to 
those under the GDPR, including 

 – the prohibition of processing of personal data without the data owner’s express and unambiguous consent;

 – obligations on controllers and processors, including taking necessary actions to safeguard the confidentiality, privacy and security of the data and the 
implementation of appropriate supporting security measures;

 – restrictions on transferring personal data outside the UAE; 

 – the right of the data owner to require the rectification and destruction of personal data; 

 – a requirement for the appointment of a data protection officer; and

 – breach notification requirements. 

Impact date: 21 September 2021 (DPO Law) and 2 January 2022 (Data Protection Law). The Implementing Regulations are anticipated to be issued around  
March 2022. 

Employer implications/action needed: Unless a business is operating in the Dubai International Finance Centre (DIFC) and Abu Dhabi Global Market (AGDM) 
free zones which currently have their own data protection regulations, entities operating from other locations throughout the UAE will be required to comply with 
the Data Protection Law. Employers should therefore review the type of data they retain and consider the purpose of this data retention. Further, they should 
ensure that they have, or put in place, procedures for processing personal data which comply with the law and the additional requirements which will be set out 
in the Implementing Regulations.

Employer risk: The breach notification provisions are stricter than many similar international laws, with requirements on employers to notify “as soon as they 
become aware” of a breach, rather than within a specified period. It is possible that the notification process may be further clarified by the Implementing 
Regulations. The Data Protection Law provides certain mechanisms to file complaints in the event of breaches. 

Link: https://www.eversheds-sutherland.com/global/en/what/articles/index.page?ArticleID=en/global/MiddleEast/united-arab-emirates/UAE_enacts_its_first_
Federal_Data_Protection_Law
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UAE

ADGM Data Protection

Abu Dhabi Global Market (ADGM), an international financial free zone in Abu Dhabi, issued new data protection regulations, modelled on the GDPR, which 
supersede and substitute the previous legislation. An independent Office of Data Protection has also been established. 

Impact date: A transition period applies, the end date of that period being either August 2021 or February 2022 depending on when the company was established 
in ADGM. 

Employer implications/action needed: Under the new regulations, employers in the ADGM should ensure compliance with the new regulations when dealing 
with data and consider the following:

 – whether they require a Data Protection Officer;

 – the steps required to be taken in the event of a data breach;

 – the requirement of a Processing Map/ Record of Processing Activities (ROPA); and

 – how to handle a Data Subject Access Request.

Employer risk: Breach of the new regulations by a data controller or processor can result in a fine of up to USD $28million. If the Data Protection Fee is not paid, 
the data controller will be fined up to 150% of the fee. Individuals may also file a complaint with the Office of Data Protection in the event of a breach of data 
privacy rights by an ADGM-registered company.

Link: https://adgmen.thomsonreuters.com/sites/default/files/net_file_store/ADGM1547_23167_VER2021.pdf

Adjustment of the working week

The UAE government has announced the transition from a Sunday to Thursday working week to a Monday to Friday working week. This is currently applicable to 
the public sector, schools and banks. At present, it is not mandatory for private sector employers to adopt the new working week but in practice many employers 
are moving to this. This is permitted by law provided that employees are given their rest entitlements in accordance with the UAE Labor Law.

Impact date: 1 January 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Private sector employers should consider whether they wish to adopt the new working week. In the event that they do 
wish to change the working week, it is recommended that employees are notified of the change and their consent sought.

Employer risk: Whether a private sector employer decides to implement a Monday to Friday working week will depend on its business needs. It should be noted 
that where Friday is a working day, employers will need to build in time for Friday prayer for their Muslim employees. 
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UAE

New Labor Law

The Ministry of Human Resources and Emiratization (‘MOHRE’) has issued the UAE’s eagerly-awaited New Labor Law, which seeks to create a more flexible and 
competitive working environment in the UAE. It offers employees additional protections in respect of discrimination and harassment, new work models such as 
temporary and flexible work arrangements and increased leave periods. Significantly, where previously there was a choice between unlimited term and fixed term 
contracts, under the New Labor Law unlimited employment contracts must be converted into limited term employment contracts, thereby giving just one type of 
contract term arrangement.

Impact date: 2 February 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Under the new regulations, employers in the ADGM should ensure compliance with the new regulations when dealing 
with data and consider the following:

Employer risk: In respect only of the conversation of unlimited employment contracts into limited term employment contracts, employers will be allowed an 
initial grace period of one year to adjust their contractual terms. In all other respects, the New Labor Law will apply immediately from 2 February 2022. Therefore, 
employers should start to communicate with employees regarding the changes and make arrangements to review and update policies, procedures and contracts 
to reflect the New Labor Law.

Links: Briefing - https://www.eversheds-sutherland.com/documents/services/employment/The-UAE’s-new-Labour-Law.pdf

Webinar - https://watch.eversheds-sutherland.com/the-uaes-new-labour-lawmp4

Podcast - https://listen.eversheds-sutherland.com/evolution-of-work-significant
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COVID-19 – Restrictions 

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, additional health and safety rules or instructions were introduced by the Government. Although most legal restrictions 
have now been removed across the UK as a whole, within England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland slightly different approaches have been taken to the 
lifting and reduction of those restrictions, including rules on self-isolation, social distancing, working from home and the use of COVID passes/certificates. 

Impact date: Ongoing.

Employer implications/action needed: Whether employees are attending workplaces or working virtually (or under hybrid arrangements) employers should 
continue to ensure that precautions are taken to manage risk and to support employees. The Government’s working safely guidance continues to apply and has 
been updated.

Links: - https://www.gov.uk/guidance/covid-19-coronavirus-restrictions-what-you-can-and-cannot-do

- https://www.nidirect.gov.uk/campaigns/coronavirus-covid-19

- https://www.gov.scot/coronavirus-covid-19/

- https://gov.wales/coronavirus

Impasses in collective bargaining (case law)

The Supreme Court has provided clarification on when employers can resolve impasses in collective bargaining by making offers directly to workers. The Court 
confirmed that a direct offer to workers, in relation to a matter which falls within the scope of a collective bargaining agreement, cannot be made lawfully unless 
the employer has first followed, and exhausted, the agreed collective bargaining procedure.

Impact date: 27 October 2021

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should review collective bargaining agreements to identify and resolve ambiguities regarding the process 
and issues about when the process ends or when each step in the process ends. Additionally, where the agreed procedure has been undertaken, employers 
should ensure that there is evidence in place to demonstrate a genuine belief that the process has been exhausted.

Links: - https://www.eversheds-sutherland.com/global/en/what/articles/index.page?ArticleID=en/Employment_and_labour_law/kostal-judgment

- https://www.supremecourt.uk/cases/docs/uksc-2019-0153-judgment.pdf
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UK

National minimum wage increases

The national minimum wage rates will increase from £8.36 to £9.18 an hour for those aged 21-22 and from £8.91 to £9.50 an hour for over-23s.

Impact date: 1 April 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should ensure compliance with the updated minimum wage rates once they come into effect. 

Employer risk: The increase to minimum wage limits will bring more workers and employers within the scope of those limits and the legislation’s complex 
technical rules. Often, employers do not appreciate how their current payroll practices make them vulnerable to inadvertently breaching the rules. Enforcement 
action arising out of breaches is increasing, resulting in increased financial and reputational risk. To mitigate this risk, employers should audit pay systems and 
workplace practices to identify potential compliance gaps.

COVID-19 – Mandatory vaccination of health and care sector staff (England)

Regulations in England provide for the mandatory vaccination of health and care sector staff, subject to certain exceptions. Please note that at the time of writing, 
this development is now under review.

Impact date: 1 April 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Health and social care providers in England must ensure that workers are fully vaccinated against COVID-19, unless they 
are exempt. This requirement will apply to health and social care workers who have direct, face-to-face contact with people while providing care, together with 
ancillary staff such as porters or receptionists who may have social contact with patients but are not directly involved in their care. 

Link: The Health and Social Care Act 2008 (Regulated Activities) (Amendment) (Coronavirus) (No. 2) Regulations 2022 (legislation.gov.uk)

Changes to sickness self-certification

A temporary measure allows employees who are absent from work due to sickness on or after 10 December 2021 to self-certify their sickness absence for up to 
28 days, without providing a fit note from a doctor.

Impact date: 17 December 2021 to 26 January 2022. 

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should consider temporarily adjusting the self-certification and fit note requirements  
of their attendance procedures.

Links: https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2021/1453/pdfs/uksi_20211453_en.pdf
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UK

Family leave rights 

The Government has recently confirmed that it will introduce a new right to one week’s unpaid leave per year for carers as a day one right. An Employment Bill to 
enable the change is expected, which will also provide for leave and pay for parents of babies in neonatal care. In addition, an extended six months redundancy 
protection period, starting once maternity or adoption leave is finished, during which suitable alternative employment must be offered (if it exists).

Impact date: Awaited.

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should anticipate changes to family leave policies. Employees will be able to self-certify their entitlement to 
take carer’s leave, which will be available to be taken flexibly (i.e. in days or half days) up to a block of one week. Employers will be able to postpone, but not deny, 
a leave request.

Links: - Consultation: Carers

- Consultation: Neonatal

- Consultation: Redundancy

Flexible working (Great Britain)

Government consultation on changes to the current flexible working regulatory framework closed in December 2021. Potential changes include: 

 – making the statutory right to request available to all employees from the first day of employment; 

 – reducing the time period within which an employer must respond; 

 – allowing employees to make more than one request per year; 

 – amending the existing eight reasons for refusing a request; 

 – requiring employers to set out, when rejecting a request, that alternative working arrangements have been considered; 

 – encouraging employees to make time-limited statutory requests to work flexibly.

Impact date: Awaited.

Employer implications/action needed: A response to the consultation is expected this year. Employers should be prepared to make changes to 
their flexible working policies and procedures and consider how to balance fairness and resourcing should there be a significant increase in 
flexible working requests. 

Links: - Consultation: Flexible working

-  https://www.eversheds-sutherland.com/global/en/what/articles/index.page?ArticleID= 
en/Employment_and_labour_law/right-to-flexible-working
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UK

The Parental Bereavement (Leave and Pay) Bill (Northern Ireland)

Expected legislation will bring parental bereavement law in Northern Ireland in line with Great Britain by providing at least two weeks paid leave for employees in 
the event of a death of a child under 18 years of age or a stillbirth after 24 weeks of pregnancy. The Bill is currently at the Further Consideration stage and is likely 
to be introduced into law in 2022. 

Impact date: Awaited.

Employer implications/action needed: Until the law comes into effect, there are no steps employers need to take. The law is expected to be 
implemented in the spring or summer this year. Once the legislation enters into force, employers will need to provide the statutory leave of at 
least two weeks, which employees will be entitled to from the first day of their employment. Employees will become entitled to Statutory 
Parental Bereavement Pay of £151.97 per week or 90% of their average weekly earnings, whichever is lower, once they have been in 
employment with the employer for 26 weeks.

Link: http://www.niassembly.gov.uk/assembly-business/legislation/2017-2022-mandate/ 
primary-legislation---bills-2017---2022-mandate/parental-bereavement-leave-and-pay-bill/
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State and local minimum wage rates

Minimum wage rates have increased in a number of states and localities (AZ, AR, CA, CO, DE, IL, ME, MD, MA, MI, MN, NJ, NM, NY, OH, RI, SD, VT, VA, WA).

Impact date: 1 January 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should ensure that they adjust wage rates where applicable to take account of the minimum wage, including 
overtime rates for eligible employees, and ensure that wage statements accurately reflect the new rate.

Employer risk: Failure to comply with the minimum wage laws can result in penalties, wage claims and monetary damages.

Exempt salary thresholds

Employees who are exempt from overtime pay requirements must earn a salary that complies with the federal and state salary threshold as well as perform 
certain duties. In a number of states, the salary threshold has increased. This applies to certain employers in CA, CO, ME, NY (various counties) and certain 
employees in WA.

Impact date: 1 January 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should ensure that the threshold requirements are complied with. For exempt employees whose salary is 
now below the minimum state salary threshold, employers must either increase employee salaries to meet the new threshold or re-classify the employees to be 
non-exempt from overtime pay requirements.

Employer risk: Failure to comply with salary requirements under state law can result in penalties, wage claims and monetary damages.

California - Non-disparagement and non-disclosure clauses in employee settlement agreements

California’s law prohibiting provisions and language that prevented an employee from disclosing factual information about sexual harassment claims and 
allegations as part of a settlement has been expanded to include all discrimination and harassment claims.

Impact date: 1 January 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should ensure compliance with this updated law for all settlements related to discrimination claims  
and allegations.

Link: https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billTextClient.xhtml?bill_id=202120220SB331
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Michael Woodson
Partner 
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USA

COVID-19 – Vaccination or testing of employees

In November 2021, the OSHA issued an Emergency Temporary Standard (ETS) which required employers with 100 or more employees to establish a policy for 
employee vaccination, to track vaccination status of all employees and to require that unvaccinated employees be tested weekly in order to be permitted access 
into the workplace.

The authority of the OSHA to issue the ETS was challenged in court, following which the United States Supreme Court ruled that a stay of the ETS would be 
issued. The ETS is therefore currently no longer applicable.

Impact date: 13 January 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Employers are no longer under an obligation to comply with the ETS, although they remain permitted to issue 
appropriate policies on vaccination and testing.

California - Personnel records

Employers must now retain personnel records for four years, instead of two years. 

Impact date: 1 January 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should update record retention policies and practices to reflect the updated  
retention period.

Employer risk: Employers may be subject to penalties and damages for failure to comply with the law.

Washington state - Non-compete agreement earnings threshold

For post-employment non-compete agreements to be enforceable against an employee, the employee’s annual salary must be at least $107,301.04. Contractors 
must be paid at least $268,252.59.

Impact date: 1 January 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should review non-compete requirements in standard agreements to ensure such provisions are not sought 
from employees who earn less than the salary threshold.

Employer risk: Employers who seek to apply non-complete provisions to employees and contractors with pay below the applicable thresholds risk employees 
seeking relief through the courts or the state Attorney General’s office pursuing such violations.
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New York - Whistleblower protection law

Legislation expanding and amending the law provides greater protection for private-sector employees who report actions they believe are illegal or dangerous to 
public health or safety. The changes include:

 – The definition of “employee” is expanded to include former employees; 

 – The scope of “prohibited retaliatory action” has been expanded. 

 – Employees may not suffer retaliation for disclosing or threatening to disclose policies or practices that violate the law, even if no actual violation occurs; and

 – The statute of limitations has been extended from one year to two years.

Impact date: 26 January 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Employers should review all policies and procedures to ensure compliance with the updated legal protection for 
whistleblowers and should be aware of the new definitions and activity which could trigger protection under the law.

Link: https://www.nysenate.gov/legislation/bills/2021/s4394

Federal contractor minimum wage increase

With some exceptions, all new federal contracts, renewals of federal contracts and extensions of existing federal contracts must comply with the $15 per hour 
minimum wage requirement.

Impact date: 30 January 2022

Employer implications/action needed: Employers who are federal contractors or subcontractors should audit their contractual arrangements to identify 
contracts subject to this increase and ensure compliance.

Employer risk: Employers who fail to pay the minimum wage may be subject to claims and penalties for back pay and risk losing contract  
eligibility and payment by the government.

USA
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Zimbabwe

Contact

Selby Vunganai Hwacha
Partner and Head – 
Employment, Litigation & 
Dispute Resolution
T: +263 24 2250909 13
svhwacha@ 
dmh.co.zw

Appellate powers of the labor officers (case law)

The Supreme Court has determined that labor officers in Zimbabwe do not enjoy appellate powers in disciplinary cases determined under the National  
Code of Conduct. 

Impact date: September 2021

Employer implications/action needed: This development affects all employers that rely on the National Employment Code for disciplinary proceedings (for 
example, in sectors such as mining and hospitality) and those that may have adopted the same appeal provisions into their internal codes of conduct. Employers 
should review and, where applicable, update any provisions in internal codes that stipulate that appeals from internal disciplinary proceedings can be referred to 
labor officers. For employers using the National Code of Conduct directly, all appeal proceedings should be directed to the Labor Court on completion of any 
internal disciplinary process.

Employer risk: Disciplinary decisions that are referred to labor officers after completion of National Employment Code disciplinary proceedings risk nullification.

Transfer of undertakings (case law) 

The Supreme Court has determined that a transfer of an undertaking under section 16 of the Labor Act did not take place where an undertaking closed and 
ceased to operate but its employees moved to be employed by an entity that was a shareholder of the closed entity. 

Impact date: September 2021

Link: https://media.zimlii.org/files/judgments/zwsc/2021/27/2021-zwsc-27.pdf
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The global HR strategist
Our global HR strategist series provides insights into some of the key topics that are currently 
on the agenda for HR teams and potential developments. Drawing on the wealth of 
experience of our lawyers across the world supporting global projects, we consider these 
topics and how HR strategists can maximise their impact in the global workplace.

Read our global articles:

Global workforce mental 
health protection. 

Global diversity data 
gathering and use.

Speaking up - the 2021 
deadline for the EU 
Whistleblowing Directive.

Click to browse our materials

Business protection- the 
global use of restrictive 
covenants in employment.
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Global employment  
and pensions app
Our app is designed to give you and your 
colleagues easy access to information on 
employment and pensions law across  
over 50 jurisdictions, on the move and 
wherever you are in the world.

Use the free app on iPhone, Android or desktop.  

New content coming soon...
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